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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This issue of the A.I.D. Memory Documents is devoted to research documents that have been produced with A.I.D. financing from 1962 to July 1972. This is part of the continuing effort of the A.I.D. Reference Center (ARC), in cooperation with the Office of A.I.D. Research and University Relations, Technical Assistance Bureau, to increase the awareness of these documentary resources and also make them available.

A second issue is now in preparation which will complete the listing of all research documents considered to be of continuing value. Current research documents will be listed in the quarterly publication, A.I.D. Research Abstracts.

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOG

The full citation of an item will be found in the section entitled “Bibliographic Listing.” In this section items are grouped by primary subject field according to the Dewey Decimal Classification System and are listed chronologically by ARC reference numbers. Each item, or citation, is described by standard bibliographic information: title; corporate author; personal author; date; number of pages; contract and/or project numbers; availability statement including document order number and pricing; abstract; and ARC number. The contents of each item are indicated by means of key words, or descriptors.

Four indexes organize the listings in this issue by subject; personal author; corporate author; and contract and project number. Each item in an index is identified by title, ARC reference number, and the first three digits of the subject field. An “edge index” on the back cover provides easy access to the subject fields within the “Bibliographic Listing.”

HOW TO OBTAIN RETENTION COPIES

Retention copies are available only from NTIS. The A.I.D. Reference Center and the Office of A.I.D. Research and University Relations, Technical Assistance Bureau have made special arrangements with the National Technical Information Service, of the U.S. Department of Commerce, to provide paper copies of documents listed in this catalog. To obtain retention copies of listed documents, follow the ordering instructions below.

A. Please obtain the correct NTIS Accession Number and Unit Price from the Bibliographic Section (See Diagram on Order Form)

B. Using a copy of the enclosed form or a letter which gives equivalent information send your order to:
   National Technical Information Service
   Springfield, Virginia 22151
   United States of America

C. Prepayment is appreciated and several methods for payment are outlined below:

1. CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. If you prefer to pay by check or money order, make payable to the National Technical Information Service and attach to your order.
2. SPECIAL NOTE FOR OUR CUSTOMER FROM ABROAD. A customer overseas who prefers to pay by check should provide his bank with two copies of the NTIS order form and a request that a check, drawn on a U.S. Bank, be made payable to the National Technical Information Service. Two copies of the NTIS order form should accompany the bank's request to a U.S. bank. The U.S. bank will forward one copy of the order form with its check to NTIS. Please add $2.50 to the published prices of each document to cover handling and postage.

3. BILLING. NTIS will bill you for your order if you wish (not applicable to foreign orders). A fee of 50 cents per item shipped is charged for such orders. Please check the appropriate box on the NTIS form if you wish to be billed. Private firms that want the documents shipped in advance of payment, should use the firm's purchase order. U.S. Government organizations may use SF 1155 to order documents and NTIS will bill using SF 1080. An additional fee will not be charged U.S. Government organizations.

4. NTIS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. A deposit account may be established at NTIS with an initial deposit of $25.00 or an amount equal to at least $25.00 more than the initial order. Documents and services are automatically debited against the account through the use of preaddressed deposit account order forms furnished by NTIS. Holders of deposit accounts receive monthly statements showing transactions and account balance. A letter requesting the opening of an account should be accompanied by a check in the correct amount drawn on a U.S. bank, a SF 1155, or a firm's purchase order, as appropriate. Published prices for NTIS products are subject to change. If the price of your order has changed, your order will be shipped, and you will be billed if an additional amount is due. Foreign orders will be rejected if there is not sufficient funds.

LOANS TO A.I.D. PERSONNEL

AID/W: AID personnel in Washington may borrow documents in person from the A.I.D. Reference Center, Room 1656 State Department Building, or in writing by means of a 2-Way Memo (SF-27), addressed to the ARC, stating the ARC reference number and title of each document requested. Loans will generally not exceed five days. Requests from the headquarters offices of AID contractors or participating agency personnel will be processed by the appropriate AID project manager or supporting office.

USAID: AID personnel at Missions may borrow documents by addressing to the ARC a 2-Way Memo (SF-27), stating the ARC reference numbers and titles of the documents requested. Requests from participating agency and AID contractor personnel associated with a Mission will be made through the appropriate AID project manager. Loans to Mission personnel will be no longer than 30 working days, including transmission time. It is the general policy of ARC not to lend documents to non-AID personnel. Non-AID personnel may use the ARC's collection in Room 1656, New State Building by arrangement with the appropriate AID/W technical office.
Field 000—GENERAL (BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INFORMATION SYSTEMS)

BIBLIOGRAPHY, Communication, Information dissemination, Diffusion of innovations over time. 016.30124-X725a


Bibliography, Agrarian reform, Land tenure 016.30125-W811


Bibliography, Agricultural planning. 016.3022-G226


Bibliography, Agricultural credit. 016.32371-037


Bibliography, Agricultural credit. 016.32371-037A

BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ANNOTATIONS ON WATER DIVERSION, CONVEYANCE AND APPLICATION FOR IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE. Colorado State Univ. Khalid Mahmood. Sep 69, 165p Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 931-17-120-489 Order as PB-216 280 Paper copy only, $3.00

Bibliography, Irrigation, Drainage, Water management. 016.3617-C719

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS ON CASSAVA. Georgia Univ. C. H. Heidersbott. Mar 72, 346p Contract AID/csd-4097, Proj. 931-17-199-515 Order as PB-341 979 Paper copy only, $6.00

Cassava, Food supply. *Agricultural - Socio-economic aspects, Agricultural experimentation. 016.66423-1495

100. PHILOSOPHY

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION AMONG COLOMBIAN PEASANTS. Michigan State Univ. Dept. of Communication. Everett M. Rogers, and Ralph E. Nell Jul 66, 118p Contract AID/csd-735 Order as PB-217 534 Paper copy only, $8.00

Colombia, Social values, Peasantry, Motivation CO-152.5-M624


Personality. 152.335-Y72

BLOOD GROUPS AND PERSONALITY TRAITS. REPRINTED FROM AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN GENETICS, V. 16, NO. 4, DEC. 1964, PP. 397-402. Harvard Univ. R. B. Cuttell, and Harben Boutoutine Young. 6p Contract AID/csd-297 Order as PB-219 924 Paper copy only, $3.00

Personality. 155.25-C46

300. SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE


Bolivia, Social change, Political behavior BL-301.155-C414


Bolivia, Marketing, Agrarian reform. BL-301.55-C594a


Bolivia, Mexico, Venezuela, Agrarian reform. BL-301.55-E56


Bolivia, Agrarian reform, Land tenure. BL-301.55-L253


Minifundia, Productivity, Land reform. BL-301.55-L253


Bolivia, Land reform, Community development, Sector analysis - Agriculture, Rural family life, Agricultural development - Socio-economic aspects. BL-301.55-S718


Brazil, Human relations, Social change, Communication in rural development. BR-301.55-S785


Brazil, Social psychology. BR-301.55-M445


Brazil, Innovation diffusion models, Simulation methods, Communication, Adoption of innovations. BR-301.24-C319


Brazil, Study of the Relationship between literacy and certain key modernization variables. BR-301.24-E582


Brazil, Innovations, Social change, Community development, Communication in rural development. BR-301.24-M624

Field 300—SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE

Chile, Agrarian reform, Institution building, Social conditions, Agriculture - Socio-economic aspects. CI-301.33-M131a


Chile, Agrarian reform, Agriculture and state, Land tenure. CI-301.33-T943 .


Chile, Agrarian reform. CI-301.33-T943a-1965


Chile, Agrarian reform. CI-301.33-T943a-1965


Chile, Colonization, Agrarian reform, Economic development. CI-301.33-T943b


Chile, Agrarian reform, Land tenure. CI-301.33-T943c


Chile, Agricultural cooperatives, Agrarian reform. CI-301.33-T943d

EXPROPIATION IN CHILE UNDER THE FREI AGRARIAN REFORM. REPRINTED FROM THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMPARA-

Chile, Agrarian Reform Law, Land expropriation. CI-301.35-T945


Colombia, Internal security, Social psychology. CO-301.2.7-264


Colombia, Internal migration, Urbanization. CI-301.32-F922


Colombia, Internal migration. CO-301.32-F922a

LEADERSHIP, EDUCATION AND AGRICUL-

Colombia, Education and development, Rural education. CO-301.3409481-A211


Colombia, Rural community development, Information services, Communication CO-301 340961-F324


Colombia, Rural community development CO-301.340961-H237


Colombia, Community development, Rural society, Land reform. Agricultural development. CO-301.340961-H237a


Colombia, Agricultural innovations, Community development. CO-301.340961-W929


Colombia, Land tenure, Agrarian reform. CO-301.35-A29


Colombia, Land tenure, Agrarian reform. CO-301.35-A29a


Colombia, Land tenure, Agrarian reform. CO-301.35-A29b


Colombia, Farm size, Agrarian reform. CO-301.35-A29c

OPINION LEADERSHIP IN INDIA; A STUDY OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION IN EIGHT VILLAGES.
National Institute of Community Development, Hyderabad. Lalit K. Sen, Mar 69, 66p Contract AID/csd-735 Order as PB-216 617 Papercopy only, $5.50
India, Village leadership, Communication, Innovations, Human relations. IN-301.155-274

India, Agricultural innovations, Crop yields, Communication in rural development. IN-301.24-M624a

AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION AMONG INDIAN FARMERS, National Institute of Community Development, Hyderabad. Pradip Roy, and Frederick C. Fliegel May 68, 122p Contract AID/csd-735 Order as PB-216 057 Papercopy only, $8.25.
India, Agricultural development, Communication in rural development, Innovations, Social change, Farmers. IN-301.24-R888

India, Communication in rural development, Interpersonal communication, Diffusion of innovations, Opinion leadership IN-301.24-T12

India, Family planning, Population IN-301.32-K62

HEALTH INNOVATION AND FAMILY PLANNING; A STUDY IN EIGHT INDIAN VILLAGES; National Institute of Community Development, Hyderabad, Prodip Roy, and Joseph E. Kukun May 68, 61p Contract AID/csd-735 Order as PB-216 025 Papercopy only, $5.25.
India, Family planning, Health innovations, Villages. IN-301.12-R888

TOWN AND CITY IN 'PRE-MODERN' JAPAN: SMALL FAMILIES, SMALL HOUSEHOLDS, AND RESIDENTIAL INSTABILITY, Cornell Univ. Robert J. Smith. 1964, 63p Contract AID/csd-296 Order as PB-216 050 Papercopy only, $5.50

Japan, Social change, Family, Urban sociology JA-501 422-C814a

Korea, Labor productivity, Housing. KS-301.54095395-T625

POPULATION GROWTH AND AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT IN LATIN AMERICA WITH SOME U.S. COMPARISONS. LTC NO. 62, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. William C. Thiennhusen. Feb 69, 40p Contract AID/REPS-3, Prog. 931-17-120-025 Order as PB-189 821 Papercopy only, $5.00
Latin America, Population growth, Agricultural laborers. LAT-301.32-T73

Latin America, Land tenure, Agrarian reform. LAT-301.35-B28

LAND TENURE REFORM AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA. REPRINTED FROM CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ON INTERNATIONAL FINANCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY, 91ST CONGRESS, 2ND SESSION, AUG. 29, 1966, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. Peter Dornec. 6p Contract AID/REPS-3, Prog. 931-17-120-025 Order as PB-219 188 Papercopy only, $3.00.
Latin America, Land tenure, Agrarian reform. LAT-301.35-D713b

Latin America, Agrarian reform, Social science research. LAT-301.35-D713

Latin America, Land tenure, Agrarian reform, Agricultural innovations, Rural-urban migration, Land reform legislation. LAT-301.35-D713b
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Contract AID/REPS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 356, Paper copy only, $4.50.

Latin America, Land expropriation, Agrarian reform, Land tenure.
LAT-301.35-K18

Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
S. C. Lippman, and Joseph B. Thomas. 18p
Contract AID/REPS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 530. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Latin America, Agrarian reform, Land tenure
LAT-301.35-L758

LAND REFORM AND PRODUCTIVITY: THE MEXICAN CASE. ANALYSIS OF CENSUS DATA. LTC NO. 63.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
J. Allen R. Holmberg, and Henry F. Dobyns. 27p
Contract AID/REPS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-189 824. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Mexico, Agrarian reform, Agricultural production
MX-301.35-D747a

PARACHO: THE ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT IN A MEXICAN SMALLHOLDER COMMUNITY;
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Sergio Maturana-Medina. Oct 68, 78p
Contract AID/REPS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 563. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Mexico, Economic development, Agrarian reform, Land tenure
MX-301.35-M445

ROLE OF THE KIBO IN MEXICAN LAND REFORM. DISCUSSION PAPER NO. 3.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Rutha M. Whitmore. May 63, 8p
Contract AID/REPS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-189 973. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mexico, Collective farms, Agrarian reform
MX-301.35-W568

SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND ETHNOLOGICAL STUDY IN THE VALLEYS OF SANTA CRUZ DE LAS FLORES AND HUEJOTITAN-ZAPOTITAN, JALISCO;
International Marketing Institute
May 66, 75p
Contract AID/csd-1467, Proj. 931-17-196-464
Order as PB-216 038. Paper copy only, $2.75.

Mexico, Ethnology, Socio-economic development
MX-301 45199072-161

EFFECTS OF HOUSING ON HEALTH AND PRODUCTIVITY: ZACAPU, MEXICO, California Univ., Los Angeles.
Robert Grogan Healy. Oct 68, 67p
Contract AID/csd-1467, Proj. 931-17-196-464
Order as PB-216 622. Paper copy only, $2.50.

Mexico, Housing conditions, Health, Labor productivity
MX-301 246972-H343

REPORT ON PRODUCTIVITY IN RELATION TO HOUSING CONDITIONS IN MONTERREY, MEXICO,
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Donald McAllister, and B Khing Tijc. Sep 67, 50p
Contract AID/csd-1467, Proj. 931-17-196-464
Order as PB-216 622. Paper copy only, $2.50.

Mexico, Labor productivity, Housing
MX-301 540972-M114

SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE AND MENTAL ILLNESS AMONG YORUBAS, Cornell Univ.
Jane M. Murphy. 1965, 36p
Contract AID/csd-356
Order as PB-212 539. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Nigeria, Mental illness, Social change, Acculturation
NI-301 2-C814a

COMMUNICATION IN EASTERN NIGERIA: AN EXPERIMENT IN INTRODUCING CHANCE.
Michigan State Univ. Dept of Communication
Gerald D. Hursh. Jul 68, 56p
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-218 749. Paper copy only, $5.00.

Nigeria, Communication in rural development, Agricultural innovations
NI-301 24-E196

INVESTIGATION OF INFORMATION AND MODERNIZATION AMONG EASTERN NIGERIAN FARMERS.
Michigan State Univ. Dept of Communication
Robert F. Keith. May 68, 151p
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-216 615. Paper copy only, $11.75.

Nigeria, Agricultural innovations, Communication in rural development, Information dissemination, Adoption of innovations
NI-301 24-K28

DIFFUSION OF AGRICULTURAL INNOVATIONS IN EASTERN NIGERIA: INNOVATION AVAILABILITY, MOTIVATION, AND COMMUNICATION BOTTLENECKS.
Michigan State Univ. Dept of Communication
Everett M. Rogers, and Arthur H. Niellof. 1969
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-216 021. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Nigeria, Agricultural innovations, Communication in rural development, Information dissemination, Adoption of innovations
NI-301 24-M624

INNOVATION IN EASTERN NIGERIA: SUCCESS AND FAILURE OF AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN 71 VILLAGES OF EASTERN NIGERIA.
Michigan State Univ. Dept of Communication.
Gerald D. Hursh. Sep 68, 242p
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-218 748. Paper copy only, $14.25.

Nigeria, Agricultural innovations, Communication in rural development
NI-301 24-M624a

A STUDY OF FARM PRODUCTIVITY IN THE SANTO ROMA SETTLEMENT PROJECT, SULINAM.
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology
Kalervo Oberg. 1964, 153p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-216 008. Paper copy only, $9.75.
RIV-301.444-C814

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE POLITICAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS OF SupPRESSED PEASANT SOCIETIES: THE VICOS CASE.
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology
Allan R. Holmberg. 1964, 99p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 781. Paper copy only, $7.00.

PE-301.2-C814

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN A PERUVIAN COMMUNITY,
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology.
J. Oscar Alxrs. 1964, 29p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-219 941. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Peru, Rural population
PE-301.32256-C814

CORNELL PERU PROJECT: BIBLIOGRAPHY AND PERSONNEL,
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology.
Henry T. Dobyns, and Martin C. Vazquez. 1964, 64p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-515 541. Paper copy only, $5.25.
Peru, Community development
PB-301 34-C814

AGRARIAN REFORM LEGISLATION IN PERU.
LTC NO. 73.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Rubens Medina. Oct 68, 329p
Contract AID/csd-296, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 303. Paper copy only, $3.25.
Peru, Agrarian laws and legislation, Agrarian reform, Land tenure
PB-301.35-M449

Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
John D. Sirasna. 18p
Contract AID/csd-296, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 334. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Peru, Agrarian reform
PE-301 55-S897

THE VARAYOC SYSTEM IN VICOS, Cornell Univ
Marco C. Vazquez. 1964, 71p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 594. Paper copy only, $5.75.
Peru, Social groups, Community development
PE-301.403-C814

THE 'CASTAS': UNILINEAR KIN GROUPS IN VICOS, PERU.
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology
Marco C. Vazquez. 1964, 72p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 743. Paper copy only, $5.75.
Peru, Kinship, Community relations
PE-301.427-C814

CASE STUDIES OF SUBSISTENCE AND TRANSITION, VICOS, PERU.
Cornell Univ. Dept of Anthropology
Allan R. Holmberg, and Henry F. Dobyns. 1965, 79p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-217 322. Paper copy only, $6.00.
Peru, Farmers, Rural sociology, Farm size
PE-301 444-C814a

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF PAKISTAN, 1947-1970,
Harvard Univ.
Angus Maddison. 14p
Contract AID/csd-143, Proj. 931-17-995-416
Order as PB-215 298. Paper copy only, $4.75.
COMMUNICATION IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT, Agricultural
innovations.
301.24-B519

MASS COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPMENT:
THE PROBLEM OF LOCAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELEVANCE. LTC No. 38,
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Marion B. Brown, and Brynuy E. Pearl. Jul 67, 27p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 310. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Mass communication and development. Social change. Innovations.
301.24-B879a

DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS IN RURAL SOCIETIES; ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.
Michigan State Univ. Dept. of Communication.
Gerhard J. Hausman, and Tom W. Carroll. Jun 66, 36p
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-218 772. Paper copy only $7.50

Diffusion of innovations in rural development. Rural sociology.
301.24-M224-a

DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS IN RURAL SOCIETIES; ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.
Michigan State Univ. Dept. of Communication.
Sertel, 31p
Contract AID/csd-735
Order as PB-215 963. Paper copy only, $3.75

Innovations, Communication in rural development. Rural sociology.
301.24-M224-b

LET'S PAY FOR THE BRAIN DRAIN. LTC NO. 36.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
William C. Tiiszenhusen. Jun 67, 16p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 309. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Brain drain
301.3-T439a

AGRARIAN REFORM AND POLITICS. LTC NO. 74.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Elsa Chaney. Nov 70, 22p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 304. Paper copy only, $3.25

Agrarian reform, Political change
301.35-C457

RELEVANT RESEARCH PROGRAMS TO BE CONDUCTED IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
REPRINTED FROM JOURNAL OF RURAL ECONOMICS. V. 46, NO. 5. DEC. 1964, PP. 1088-1108
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Peter Dorner, and William C. Thiesenhusen. 12p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 190. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural research, Agrarian reform.
301.32-D713

SIMPLE ECONOMICS OF LAND REFORM:
THE EXPROPRIATION-COMPENSATION
PROCESS AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION. LTC NO. 75.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Scott M. Ediss. Feb 71, 27p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 326. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Agrarian reform, Land expropriation.
301.35-E21

ROLE OF INFORMATION IN ECONOMIC DECISION MAKING. LTC NO. 20.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
James E. Grundl. Jul 66, 91p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 326. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Rural sociology. Decision-making, Communication in rural development.
301.35-G891

SIZE OF FARM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Don Kandel. 21p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proc 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 190. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Farm size, Agricultural economics, Agrarian reform
301.35-K16

INSTITUTION BUILDING IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: AN APPROACH TO INDUCED SOCIAL CHANGE IN TRANSITIONAL SOCIETIES.
Pittsburgh Univ.
Milan J. Esman, and Fred C. Bruns. Dec 65, 38p
Contract AID/csd-763
Order as PB-216 613. Paper copy only, $4.00

Institution building, Social change
301.406-E76

INSTITUTION BUILDING RESEARCH: THE GUIDING CONCEPTS.
Pittsburgh Univ.
Milan J. Esman, and Hans C. Blalac. Feb 66, 24p
Contract AID/csd-763
Order as PB-216 766. Paper copy only, $3.25

Institution building, Social change.
301.406-E76a

BUILDING INSTITUTIONS TO SERVE AGRICULTURE; A SUMMARY REPORT OF THE C.I.C.-A.I.D. RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT.
Purdue Univ. Committee on Institutional Cooperation.
Sep 68, 233p
Contract AID/csd-840
Order as PB-215 974. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Institutional development, Technical assistance.
301.406-P983

Dept. of State.
Regis Wool. 1964, 31p
Contract REPA-99-020-9
Order as PB-219 520. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Americans in foreign countries.
301.423-W237

SOME CHANGES IN NAVAJO DIET.
Cornell Univ.
Cara E. Richards. 1964, 45p
Contract AID/csd-396
Order as PB-212 582. Paper copy only, $4.25.

Nutrition, Diet, Navaho Indians.
301.52-C814

REPORT ON A PILOT STUDY OF WORKER PRODUCTIVITY IN RELATION TO HOUSING CONDITIONS.
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Leland S. Burns. Mar 65, 35p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-218 750. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Labor productivity, Housing.
301.54-R867

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF IMPROVED HOUSING: A CASE STUDY. REPRINTED FROM COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL PROJECTS. REPORT NO. 7. D.C.
SOA/ESWEP/BE/REP. 1. UN RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1966, California Univ., Los Angeles.
Leland S. Burns. Apr 66, 28p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-218 783. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Housing, Cost analysis.
301.54-R867b

California Univ., Los Angeles.
Leland S. Burns. Apr 66, 28p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-219 905. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Housing investment benefits, Cost analysis
301.54-R867d

California Univ., Los Angeles.
Leland S. Burns. 1966, 7p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-219 665. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Cost analysis, Socio-economic development, Housing.
301.54-R867e

HOUSING: SYMBOL AND SHELTER.
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Leland S. Burns. Feb 70, 152p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-219 755. Paper copy only, $11.25.

Housing investment models, Site characteristics and selection, Housing/productivity relationships, Socio-economic development.
301.54-C115

DOES GOOD HOUSING CONTRIBUTE TO SOUND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. REPRINTED FROM THE JOURNAL OF HOUSING, V. 24, NO. 1, FEB-MAR. 1967, PP. 86-89.
California Univ., Los Angeles.
B. Khing Tjioe, and Leland S. Burns. 7p
Contract AID/csd-446, Proc 931-17-890-416
Order as PB-219 576. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Housing, Economic development.
301.54-T625c
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ASIA.
Douglas S. Pasew. 1965, 37p
Contract AID/REPAS-9
Order as PB-219 570. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Far East, Economic policy, Development planning.
FEA-309.2-P111a

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP
IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE,
Cornell Univ. Dept. of Anthropology.
Ajit Kumar Danda. 1966, 372p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 954. Paper copy only, $20.75.

India, Village development, Community leadership.
In-309.1542-C814

CULTURAL CHANGE AND WIDENING INTEGRATION AMONG THE MEOS OF NORTH INDIA.
Cornell Univ. 1966, 388p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-219 911. Paper copy only, $21.50

India, Culture, Ethnology
IN-309.1544-C814

PLANNING FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT:
THE IRANIAN EXPERIENCE.
J. Price Gittinger. 1966, 132p
Contract AID/REPAS-9
Order as PB-219 578. Paper copy only, $8.75.

Iran, Agricultural development, Development planning.
IR-309.2-G36a

IMPACT OF PLANNING ON SUBSEQUENT AGRICULTURAL POLICY FORMULATION IN IRAN.
J. Price Gittinger. 1966, 58p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 509. Paper copy only, $5.00.

Iran, Agricultural planning
IR-309.2-G36c

PROGRAMMING U. S. ASSISTANCE: A CASE STUDY. LIBERIA 1964-1968,
National Planning Association Center for Development Planning.
Paul B. Huber. 1966, 76p
Contract AID/REPAS-9
Order as PB-218 763. Paper copy only, $8.50.

Liberia, Development assistance.
LI-309.2 2255666-H877

PLANNING DATA AND INFORMATION FLOWS IN MALAYSIA,
National Planning Association Center for Development Planning.
Pierre R. Crosson. Jan 65, 31p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-219 567. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Malaysia, Development planning, Information dissemination.
MY-309.2-C531a

VIRU: LAND AND SOCIETY,
Cornell Univ.
Mario C. Vasquez. 1964, 79p

Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 919. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Peru, Land tenure, Rural conditions.
PE-309.185-C814

SOCIAL MATRIX OF PERUVIAN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES,
Cornell Univ.
Henry P. Dobyns. 146p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-216 037. Paper copy only, $9.50.

Peru, Community development, Social change.
PE-309.185-C814b

CAPITAL UTILIZATION: PHYSIOLOGICAL COSTS AND PREFERENCES FOR SHIFT WORK.
Williams College.
Gordon C. Winston. Oct 71, 35p
Contract AID/csd-2473, Proj 931-17-995-426
Order as PB-215 957. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Pakistan, Economic policy, Industrial psychology.
Capital and labor
PK-309.2-W783

DYNAMIC MODELS FOR SIMULATING THE VENEZUELAN ECONOMY.
Simulations Corp.
Sep 66, 278p
Contract CMA-1-63
Order as PB-218 741. Paper copy only, $16.00.

Venezuela, Economic models, Simulation methods.
VE-309.2084-S614

THE ECONOMICS OF MALNOURISHED CHILDREN: A STUDY OF DISINVESTMENT IN HUMAN CAPITAL,
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Mancelo Schowsky, and Lance Taylor. Jan 72, 42p
Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 282. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malnutrition, Human resources development.
Labor supply.
309.1-5468

DYNAMIC LINEAR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING: TWO CASE STUDIES.
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Irina Adelman, and Frederick T. Sparrow. Jun 65, 47p
Contract AID/csd-445
Order as PB-216 626. Paper copy only, $4.75.

Development planning, Linear programming, Models.
309.2-A229

CAPITAL-OUTPUT RATIOS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING,
Pierre R. Crosson. Nov 64, 75p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj 931-17-995-024
Order as PB-218 785. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Development planning, Economic policy, Investment.
309.2-C951

A PRIMER IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING TYPOLOGY,
Bruce Edwards. Nov 64, 75p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 739. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Development planning, Economic assistance.
309.2-E26

TIME PREFERENCE AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING: SCREENING AND SELECTION OF PROJECTS,
Bruce Edwards. May 64, 59p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 738. Paper copy only, $5.00.

Development planning.
309.2-E26a

THE ROLE OF PRICES IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING DECISIONS,
Bruce Edwards. Sep 65, 77p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 740. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Economic development, Development planning.
309.2-E26b

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING,
National Planning Association Center for Development Planning.
Theodore Coger. Apr 68, 98p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 908. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Development planning.
309.2-G312

LITERATURE OF AGRICULTURAL PLANNING.
J. Price Gittinger. Sep 66, 137p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-219 928. Paper copy only, $9.00.

Agricultural development, Development planning.
Agricultural planning bibliography
309.2-G36b

PLANNING AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR: EXPERIENCE IN MODERNIZING COUNTRIES,
John C. Honey. May 68, 154p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 766. Paper copy only, $9.75.

Development planning, Economic policy.
309.2-I1772

ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING,
National Planning Association.
Paul B. Huber. Dec 65, 72p
Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 770. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Economic policy, Development planning.
309.2-H877

MONASTERY MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT: TOWARDS A STRATEGY OF LARGE SCALE PLANNED CHANGE.
Colorado State Univ.
Garth N. Jones. Nov 71, 80p
Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 931-17-120-489
Order as PB-218 128. Paper copy only, $3.00

Development planning and administration, Development models, Organizational infrastructure development.
309.2-I177

SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND CHANGE—Field 300
THE RELATION OF FOREIGN TRADE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH, North Carolina State Univ. J. A. Bogue. Jan 69, 11p, $5.00
Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-218 572. Paper copy only, $3.00.


Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-217 599. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Technical assistance, Institution Building. 309.2-D277a

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, National Planning Association, Center for Development Planning. Nov 63, 5p
Contract AID/REPAS-9 Order as PB-219 511. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Research into the implementation of Title IX objectives: summary, conclusions and recommendations. Part 1 of final contract report, Northeastern Univ.

Role of the researcher in bringing about change in a developing country, Cornell Univ.

Extent of administrative unity within the technical assistance complex, Purdue Univ.

Criteria of progress and impacts of technical assistance projects in agriculture, Purdue Univ.

Social change, Community development, Nutrition. 309 223-D632


Peasantry as an emerging political factor in Mexico, Bolivia, and Venezuela. Ltc No. 35, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center

Social structure and community development in rural Turkey: Village and elite leadership relations, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Turkey, Community development, Rural sociology, Group dynamics. TU-233.15-F953

Preliminary report on the federation campesina de venezuela: origins, organization, leadership and role in the agrarian reform program, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center

Field 300—Social conditions and change

The role of the FEDERACION CAMPESINA IN THE VENEZUELAN AGRARIAN REFORM PROCESS. LTC RP no. 26, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center

Conceptualization and analysis of political participation in undeveloped countries. Part II of final contract report, Northwestern Univ.

Decisional role of the Senate in the Chilean Political system. LTC No. 66, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center


The economic and political climate of opinion in latin America and attitudes toward the alliance for progress. Appendix I: breakdowns by economic sub-groups within the urban sample. United States Information Agency

The relation of foreign trade and economic growth, North Carolina State Univ. J. A. Bogue. Feb 69, 11p
Contract AID/REPAS-9 Order as PB-218 569. Paper copy only, $3.00.


Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-217 599. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Technical assistance, Institution Building. 309.2-D277a


Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-217 599. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Development assistance, Institution building. 309.2-R572


Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-217 599. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Development assistance, Institution building. 309.2-R572

THE ROLE OF THE FEDERACION CAMPESINA IN THE VENEZUELAN AGRARIAN REFORM PROCESS. LTC RP no. 26, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center

CONCEPTUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN UNDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. PART II OF FINAL CONTRACT REPORT, Northwestern Univ.

THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CLIMATE OF OPINION IN LATIN AMERICA AND ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS. APPENDIX I: BREAKDOWNS BY ECONOMIC SUB-GROUPS WITHIN THE URBAN SAMPLE. United States Information Agency.

George L. Hicks, and Geoffrey McNicoll Oct 68, 377p

Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 757. Paper copy only, $21.00

Philippines, Economic development, Commerce.
RP-330.9914-HS1a


Douglas S. Pasew, Feb 68, 214p

Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 769. Paper copy only, $12.75

Philippines, Development planning, Economic development.
RP-330.9914-K277


Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.

Puerto Rico, Economic development, Labor productivity, Economics growth models, Isacme.
RQ-330.97255-S781

THE NORMAL DEVELOPING ECONOMY, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.

Hollis B. Chenery, Sep 70, 85p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 014. Paper copy only, $6.50

Economic development, Gross National Product 330-C518a

ALTERNATIVE PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.

Hollis B. Chenery, Sep 70, 69p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 016. Paper copy only, $5.20

Economic development, Industrialization, Foreign trade. 330-C518b

PLANNING IN CRISIS, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.

Richard D. Malcon. 1970, 18p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-215 735. Paper copy only, $3.00

Development planning. 330-M257

ECONOMICS (GENERAL)—Field 330

TRANSITION IN OPEN DUALISTIC ECONOMICS, VOL. 1, National Planning Association. Center for Development Planning.

Douglas S. Pasew, and John C. H. Fei Jul 70, 352p

Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 931-17-995-020
Order as PB-219 512. Paper copy only, $19.75

Development planning, Economic development 330-P11d4-V1
Field 330—ECONOMICS (GENERAL)

Douglas S. Paauw, and John C. H. Fei. Jul 70, 400p
Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 531-17-995-020
Order as PB-215 555. Paper copy only, $52.00.

Development planning, Economic development
330-P116-v2

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES IN OPEN
DUALISTIC ECONOMIES,
Douglas S. Paauw. Aug 70, 120p
Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 531-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 758. Paper copy only, $8.00.

Development planning, Economic development.
330-P111-a

FORMAL STATEMENT OF THE MODEL,
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
William J. Radeke. May 70, 20p
Contract AID/csd-1542, Proj. 531-17-995-476
Order as PB-215 591. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Economic policy, Regional development.
330-S474

ECONOMIC THEORY AND THE UN-
DERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES,
Wisconsin Univ.
Hla Myint. Mar 65, 29p
Contract AID/csd-355, Proj. 531-17-190-402
Order as PB-215 981. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Economic policy, Regional development.
330-S474

CULTURAL INTEGRATION
John R. Enksson. Jun 70, 56p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 531-17-995-025
Order as PB-215 172. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Guatemala, Labor supply and mobility, Agricultural development, Development planning, Rural-Urban migration, Agricultural development - socio-economic aspects.
GT-331-T766

PRODUCTIVITY OF AGRICULTURAL LABOR IN THE EXPORT CROPS OF GUATEMALA: ITS RELATION TO WAGES AND LIVING CONDITIONS.
LTC NO. 39,
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Manuel Goltz. Jun 70, 59p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-215 494. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Guatemala, Labor productivity, Agricultural laborers, Wages.
GT-331.763-S348

EL PAPEL DE LA MANO DE OBRA MIGRA-
TORIA EN EL DESARROLLO ECONOMICO DE
GUATEMALA (ROLE OF MIGRATORY LABOR IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF GUATEMALA), REPRINTED FROM ECONOMIA, NO. 15, 1958, PP. 56-91,
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Lester Schmid. Jul 68, 22p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-189 822. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Guatemala, Labor mobility, Agricultural laborers, Wages.
GT-331.763-S348a

ROLE OF SEASONAL LABOR IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF GUATEMALA.
LTC NO. 48.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Lester Schmid. Jul 68, 25p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-189 823. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Guatemala, Migrant labor, Agricultural laborers.
GT-331.763-S348a

MAXIMIZING THE EFFECTS OF THE MISAL-
LOCATION OF LABOR, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Christopher Dougherty, and Marcelo Selowsky.
Mar 72, 16p
Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 531-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 172. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Labor productivity, Colombia.
CO-331.12-D732

SURPLUS LABOR AND ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT: THE GUATEMALAN CASE. LTC RP
NO. 39.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Manuel Goltz. Jun 70, 59p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-215 494. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Guatemala, Labor supply and mobility, Economic development, Development planning, Rural-Urban migration, Agricultural development - socio-economic aspects.
GT-331-T766

331. LABOR, MANPOWER,
UNEMPLOYMENT

ECONOMIC POLICY, Sector analysis.
330.16-T875

CERTAIN ASPECTS OF PLANNING AS A
TOOL FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
Gerhard Colm. Jun 64, 19p
Contract AID/REPA-9, Proj. 531-17-995-020
Order as PB-218 604. Paper copy only, $3.00

Social development, Economic development.
330.9-C716

IMPROVEMENT OF LABOR QUALITY AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH — POSTWAR JAPAN’S
EXPERIENCE: SUMMARY,
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Tauchukou Watanabe. Oct 70, 73p
Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 531-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 023. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Japan, Economic development, Labor supply and quality.
JA-331.69-S324

WAGES, OUTPUT, AND THE EMPLOY-
MENT LAG IN JAMAICA,
Williams College.
Gene M. Tidrick. Dec 70, 63p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 531-17-995-426
Order as PB-216 771. Paper copy only, $5.25.

Jamaica, Production, Employment growth, Wages.
JM-331-T358

*WAGE SPILLOVER AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN A WAGE GAP ECONOMY: THE JAMAICAN
CASE,
Williams College.
Gene M. Tidrick. Jun 72, 39p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 531-17-995-426
Order as PB-215 972. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Jamaica, Labor supply, Wages, Economic development, Productivity.
JM-331.2-T358

WAGE CHANGE AND EMPLOYMENT
GROWTH IN LATIN AMERICAN INDUSTRY,
Williams College.
John R. Enksson. Jun 70, 35p
Contract AID/csd-2475, Proj. 531-17-995-426
Order as PB-215 973. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Latin America, Wages, Employment, Manpower projections.
LAT-331-E68

LATIN AMERICA’S EMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM, REPRINTED FROM SCIENCE, V.
171, MAR. 1971, PP. 860-874,
William Univ. Land Tenure Center.
William C. Thiesenhusen. 12p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 158. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Latin America, Employment, Labor mobility, Agricultural manpower.
LAT-331.177-T439

DISCUSSION OF MAJOR ISSUES ARISING IN
THE RECRUITMENT OF INDUSTRIAL LABOR
IN PERU. LTC NO. 16.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
David Chaplin. Apr 66, 27p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 531-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 482. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Peru, Labor relations, Manpower.
PE-331.0965-C646

Tunisia, Shoe industry and trade, Labor productivity. Education. TS-331.114-T587


Brazil, Agricultural credit and production. BR-332-71-A211b


Brazil, Agricultural inputs, Development planning BR-332-71-R225a

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS—Field 332


Brazil, Agricultural credit, Fertilizers and measures. Development loans. BR-332-71-S713


Employment, Unemployed, Manpower, Labor migration. 331.137-365


Project management, Accounting, Public finance, Wages. 331.25-W286


Farmers, Rural community development, Economic decision-making. 331.763-F234

332. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS


Brazil, Agricultural credit. BR-332-71-A211


Brazil, Agricultural credit, Interest rates, Fiscal policy. Agricultural development BR-332-71-A211a
Field 332—FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-620. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Chinas, Agricultural credit.

TW-332.71-C518

THE ESTIMATION OF CES PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND NEUTRAL EFFICIENCY LEVELS USING EFFECTIVE RATES OF PRODUCTION AS PRICE DEFATORS.


Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-215-734. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Monetary policy, Foreign exchange, Tariff, Financial statistics.

352.415-8415

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SHADOW PRICES: A CRITICAL REVIEW OF CURRENT THEORIES.

Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs. Edmar A. Rozental. May 71, 47p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-010. Paper copy only, $4.50.

Foreign exchange, Investments.

352.45-8118

PROJECT EVALUATION IN ECONOMIES IN GENERAL DISEQUILIBRIUM: AN APPLICATION OF SECOND BEST ANALYSIS.

Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs. Daniel M. Schydowsky. May 72, 52p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-031. Paper copy only, $4.75.

Evaluation methodology, Investments, Development planning.

352.67-8415

BENEFIT—COST ANALYSIS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT PROPOSALS: THE VIEWPOINT OF THE HOST COUNTRY.


Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-031. Paper copy only, $4.50.

Cost analysis, Investments, Foreign exchange.

352.073-8415

SOME ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS INFLUENCING AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

Ohio State Univ. Agricultural Finance Center. Charles D. Curry. May 67, 16p

Order as PB-216-359. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural credit, Socio-economic development.

352.71-C576

INFLUENCE OF AGRICULTURAL CREDIT INSTITUTIONS UPON AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.


Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-780. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Agricultural credit, Agricultural development.

352.71-379

ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.


Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216-329. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural credit.

352.67-8415

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRICE LEVEL - AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ASIAN DATA.


Order as PB-216-677. Paper copy only, $3.75

Far East, Economic growth.

PEA-332.414-S474

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN LATIN AMERICA: EXTERNAL FUNDING POLICY.

Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Apr 70, 40p

Order as PB-216-784. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Colombia, Agricultural credit.

CO-332.71-604

Agricultural credit, Development planning, Institution building, Rural development. 332.71-037g


Agricultural credit. 332.71-037


Agricultural credit, Credit institutions. 332.71-037C


Agricultural development and credit, Farm management. 332.71-037F

333. NATURAL RESOURCES


Africa, Land tenure innovations, Agricultural economics. AFR-333.32-P268


Brazil, Land tenure, Agricultural economics BR-333.32-S257


NATURAL RESOURCES—Field 333


Germany, Agricultural laws and legislation, Land tenure. GE-333.32-R508


Latin America, Land tenure, Agrarian reform, Rural education. LAT-333.32-W811


Latin America, Deserts, Arid regions. LAT-333.73-D655


Latin America, Irrigation, Water resources development, Agricultural research. LAT-333.913-U89-1970


Latin America, Water resources development, Irrigation, Agricultural research. LAT-333.913-U89-1971


Surinam, Land settlement, Agrarian reform. NS-333.32-012


Peru, Industry and state, Land tenure. PE-333.52-S897


Pakistan, Water resources development, Irrigation. PR-333.913-C719


Pakistan, Water resources development, Irrigation.


Philippines, Land tenure, Rice, Agricultural production. RP-333.32-R628a


Venezuela, Irrigation water, Pan evaporation, Evapotranspiration, Dependable precipitation and moisture available index for 148 Venezuelan precipitation stations. VE-333.915-CSS5


Agricultural economics, Land tenure, Institution building. 333.33-D713

338. PRODUCTION


Brazil, Industrial development AFRI-338 7096-G112


Brazil, Economic development and agriculture, Agricultural production, Technological innovations. BR-338.1-H508


Brazil, Agricultural credit, Crops, Agricultural production and research, Mechanization in agriculture. BR-338.1-S823


Brazil, Capital development and investments; Agriculture, Agricultural research. BR-338.1-W515


Brazil, Agricultural production, Wheat, Cattle, Agricultural prices. BR-338.16-E59

CAPITAL PRODUCTIVITY ON SPECIALIZED SWINE FARMS IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL, Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Donald M. Sorensen, and Norman Rask. Feb 71, 52p Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 901-11-995-026 Order as PB-216 777. Paper copy only. $4.75. Brazil, Swine, Agricultural economics BR-338 1764-S713

RESEARCH NOTES ON AGRICULTURAL CAPITAL FORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, FERTILIZER - BRAZIL, Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. William C. Nelson. Dec 70, 4p Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 901-11-995-026 Order as PB-216 046 Paper copy only. $3.00.

Brazil, Fertilizer industry, Agricultural development BR-338.246-N342


Brazil, Fertilizer industry, Agricultural credit, Rural development. BR-338.246-N324


Chile, Agricultural prices. CI-338.13-B18


Colombia, Industrial efficiency, Small business, Industrial sociology. CO-338.09861-T634


Colombia, Agricultural production, Crop yields, Agricultural prices, Technological innovations. CO-338.1-A566a


Colombia, Agro-industry, Farm management, Agricultural economics. CO-338.763-C891


Far East, Transportation costs. FEA-338 47385-W811


Far East, Small business. FEA-338 64-B344


Far East, Economic development, International integration, Foreign trade. FEA-338.91-K29


Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Industrialization, Development planning. GH-338.09967-G784


Indonesia, Agricultural planning, Farm size, Agro-industry. ID-338.1-009


India, Production, Industrial finance.


Pakistan agriculture, Agro-industry, Industrialization. PK-338-I-F181

PRODUCTION—Field 338


Economic policy, Production 338.018-G684


Industrial costs, Production, Import substitution 338.018-L676


Agricultural production, Nutrition 338.1-B561

ECONOMIC PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1949-68. Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. May 70, 197p Order as PB-216 783. Paper copy only, $12.00

Economic growth, Agricultural production, Agricultural prices. 338.1-C554b


Agricultural economics, Rural employment, Development planning, Labor mobility. 338.1-D2715


Nutrition, Cost and standard of living, Rice production, Food consumption and distribution. 338.1-I-557

Field 338—PRODUCTION

Employment models, Labor supply, Agricultural production.
338.1-1-337a

REGIONAL R.L.P. MODEL OF TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURE,
Ohio State Univ., Dept. of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
T. G. Singh, 1971, 26p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 901-11-995-026
Order as PB-215 786. Paper copy only, $3.75.
Recursive programming model, Agricultural production, Farm management
338.1-5-617

MICROECONOMETRIC STUDY OF AGRICUL-
TURAL PRODUCTION,
Ohio State Univ., Dept. of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
T. G. Singh, and Richard H. Day Oct 71, 67p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 901-11-995-026
Order as PB-215 786. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Agricultural development model, Farm decisions and management, Production.
338.1-1-617a

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AT THE
FARM LEVEL IN LDC'S; FIRST ANNUAL
REPORT.
Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation
Norman Rask. Jul 70, 15p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 931-17-140-506
Order as PB-218 736. Paper copy only, $3.00
Agricultural innovations, Capital, Agricultural credit.
338.1-3-37-1970

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AT THE
FARM LEVEL IN LDC'S; SECOND ANNUAL
REPORT, JULY 1971.
Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation
63p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 931-17-140-596
Order as PB-218 126. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agricultural innovations, Capital, Agricultural production.
338.1-3-57-1971

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AT THE
FARM LEVEL IN LDC'S; THIRD ANNUAL
REPORT.
Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation.
Jul 72, 49p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 931-17-140-596
Order as PB-218 125. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Capital, Agricultural innovations, Agricultural credit.
338.1-3-37-1972

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL FORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AT THE
FARM LEVEL IN LDC'S; SEMI-ANNUAL
Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation.
Richard L. Meyer, and Norman Rask. 69p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 931-17-140-596
Order as PB-218 734. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Capital, Agricultural innovations, Agricultural credit.
338.1-3-03-1972

ACCELERATED GROWTH IN AGRICUL-
TURAL PRODUCTION AND THE INTERSEC-
TIONAL TRANSFER OF RESOURCES,
Cornell Univ., Dept. of Agricultural Economics.
John W. Mellor. Jan 72, 23p
Contract AID/csd-2180, Proj. 931-17-140-523
Order as PB-218 735. Paper copy only, $3.25.
Agricultural production, Economic development, Resources development
338.12-M-527

AGRICULTURAL PRICE POLICY IN THE
CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
REPRINTED FROM THE AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, PROCEEDINGS ISSUE, V. 51, NO. 5, DEC. 1969.
Cornell Univ.
John W. Mellor. 1970, 14p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468
Order as PB-216 625. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agricultural prices.
338.13-C-814

STABILITY FOR PRIMARY PRODUCTS:
MEANS TO WHAT ENDS,
Cornell Univ.
William G. Tomchik Sep 69, 36p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468
Order as PB-216 361. Paper copy only, $4.00.
Agricultural prices.
338.13-C-814a

ANALYSIS OF SHIFTING RELATIVE PRICES
AND MARKETING FACILITY INVESTMENTS
IN THE CONTEXT OF TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,
Ohio State Univ., Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
S. S. Ich Oct 71, 26p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj. 901-11-995-026
Order as PB-216 776. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Agricultural prices, Marketing operations, Production.
338.13-165

AGRICULTURAL PRICES IN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT - THEIR ROLE, FUNCTION
AND OPERATION; FINAL SUMMARY REPORT
OF CONTRACT.
Cornell Univ.
John W. Mellor. Jun 72, 36p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468
Order as PB-216 599. Paper copy only, $4.60.
Agricultural prices.
338.13-M-527

FUNCTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL PRICES IN
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. REPRINTED
FROM THE INDIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICUL-
TURAL ECONOMICS, V. 23, NO. 1, JAN. -
MAR. 1968.
Cornell Univ.
John W. Mellor. 1968, 18p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468
Order as PB-217 335. Paper copy only, $3.60.
Agricultural prices, Price policy.
338.15-M-527a

THE BASIS FOR AGRICULTURAL PRICE
POLICY. REPRINTED FROM WAR ON HUNGER,
Cornell Univ.
John W. Mellor Oct 70, 13p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468
Order as PB-218 603. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agricultural prices.
338.13-M-527b

GROWTH OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK OUT-
PUT IN SELECTED DEVELOPING NATIONS,
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jul 68, 28p
Order as PB-216 834. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Agricultural growth, Crop yields, Livestock production.
338.17-A-278

GROWTH LINKAGES OF THE NEW
FOODGRAIN TECHNOLOGIES,
Cornell Univ.
John W. Mellor, and Uma J. Lele. May 72, 32p
Contract AID/csd-2805, Proj. 931-17-140-523
Order as PB-218 127. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agricultural economics, Grain, Income distribution, Consumption expenditure.
338.17-2-63

WORLD FOOD BALANCE, INTERNATIONAL
TRADE, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. FOOD
AID.
Iowa State Univ. Center for Agricultural and
Economic Development
Earl O. Heady. Jun 69, 86p
Contract AID/csd-2163, Proj. 931-17-140-491
Order as PB-215 596. Paper copy only, $6.35.
Food supply, P. L. 480, Foreign trade, Food Aid Act.
338.19-H-43a

ANALYSIS OF COSTS INCURRED AND
PRICES CHARGED FOR FOOD SHIPMENTS
UNDER PUBLIC LAW 489,
Iowa State Univ. Center for Agricultural and
Economic Development
Leo V. Mayer. Oct 70, 82p
Contract AID/csd-2163, Proj. 931-17-140-491
Order as PB-215 726. Paper copy only, $6.35.
Food aid programs, Public Law 480.
338.19-M-46a

PROGRAM OF RESEARCH ON FOOD FOR
PEACE. PART I. SUMMARY.
Michigan State Univ.
Jan 66, 52p
Contract AID/csd-677
Order as PB-216 821. Paper copy only, $4.75.
Food aid programs, Food for Peace.
338.19-M-624-1

PROGRAM OF RESEARCH ON FOOD FOR
PEACE. PART II. THE RESEARCH MAP.
Michigan State Univ.
Jan 66, 413p
Contract AID/csd-677
Order as PB-217 533. Paper copy only, $22.75.
Food aid programs, Public Law 480, Nutrition, Health, Population and food supply, Food for Peace.
338.19-M-624-2

PROGRAM OF RESEARCH ON FOOD FOR
PEACE. PART III. ANNOTATED BIBLIO-
GRAPHY.
Michigan State Univ.
Jan 66, 118p
Contract AID/csd-677
Order as PB-217 536. Paper copy only, $8.00.
Bibliography, Food for Peace, Public Law 480, Food aid programs.
338.19-M-624-3
Development planning, Economic models.

Order as PB-215

Contract AID/csd-1543, Prof. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 826. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Food aid programs, Economic development, Development planning, P.L. 480.

338.19-R727

338.19-R727a

338.19-R727b

338.19-R727c

Social factors in economic development. LTC RP No. 5,
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.

Eugene Havens. May 65. 15 p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 337. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Socio-economic development, Social reform
338 9-C118

Prospects for regional economic cooperation and the rate of household savings in the LDC's,
Wisconsin Univ.

Karen C. Kelly. Mar 67. 32 p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 337. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Saving and investment, Economic development
338 9-K329

Foreign assistance and economic development,
Agency for International Development Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

Hollis E. Chenery, and Alan M. Strout. Jun 65. 60 p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proefs. 931-17-199-476
Order as PB-216 017. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Development planning and assistance.
338 9-C118

Analysis of tied aid; some concepts and methods,
Haverford College.

Laurence E. Lynn. May 65. 9 p

Contract AID/csd-275
Order as PB-218 611. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Economic assistance, Tied aid
338 9-L189

Statistical implementation of FEI PAAUW FNB model: capital-inflow requirements of developing countries,
National Planning Association, Center for Development Planning

339. DISTRIBUTION

FARM SIZE AND INCOME: AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF SMALL FARM AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL. LTC RP No. 16,
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.

Norman Rank. 1966. 36 p

Contract AID/REPAS-3, Proefs. 931-17-199-025
Order as PB-219 929. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Brazil, Agricultural economics, Farm size
BR-339-41-B22a

Planning capital inflows for South East Asia,
National Planning Association Center for Development Planning.

Deoglug S. Fauw, and Forrest E. Cookson. 1966.

Contract AID/REPAS-9, Proefs. 931-17-199-025
Order as PB-219 929. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Far East, Economic planning, Capital.
FEA-339-359-P111

Impact of P.L. 480 aid on India's money supply and balance of payments position: A look ahead,
Delhi Univ., India.

Uma Kant Srivastava. Sep 70. 11 p

Contract AID/csd-2163, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-212 727. Paper copy only, $7.75.

India, Public law 480, Balance of payments, Economic development, Counterpart funds.
IN-339 26-164

Productivity growth in Latin America,
Williams College.

Henry J. Brutton. Jun 67. 30 p

Contract AID/csd-736, Proefs. 931-17-199-426
Order as PB-215 967. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Latin America, Gross national product, Economic development
LAT-339-3-W722

Industrialization and the distribution of wealth in Peru. LTC RP No. 18,
Wisconsin Univ, Land Tenure Center.

David Chaplin. 1966. 36 p

Contract AID/REPAS-3, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 493. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Persa, Wealth, Industrialization
PE-339 4-C646

Research on agricultural capital, formation and technological change: farm income, Latin America,
Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.


Contract AID/csd-2501, Proefs. 901-11-995-003
Order as PB-216 042. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Tajwan, Agricultural economics, Capital, Income, Investments.
TW-339-4-A211

Anatomy of patterns of income distribution in developing nations. Part III of final contract report,
Northwestern Univ.

339. DIVERSITY

Poverty as an issue in development policy: a comparison of United States and underdeveloped countries.

Wisconsin Univ Land Tenure Center.

Kenneth H. Parsons. 15 p

Contract AID/REPAS-3, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 485. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Chile, Agricultural laws and legislation, Agrarian reform, Water laws and legislation.
CI-340-254

What the Brazilian public thinks of the alliance for Progress.
United States Information Agency.

Apr 64. 51 p

Contract 62-100-82
Order as PB-219 524. Paper copy only, $4.75.

Brazil, Alliance for progress, Foreign relations, Public opinion.
BR-341 18112-U28

350. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Government controls on transport; an african case.
Brookings Institution.

Edwin T. Haeefele, and Eleanor B. Steinberg. 1965.

Order as PB-219 300. Paper copy only, $7.50.

Africa, Transportation surveys, Railroads and state.
AFR-350 875-H131

Reform and financial reform in Latin America; some harmonization of problems in tax policy. LTC RP No.
11, Wisconsin Univ, Land Tenure Center.

John Stanusa, Jun 65. 40 p

Contract AID/REPAS-3, Proefs. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 339. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Latin America, Public finance, Taxation.
LAT-250 724-S807

Tax research and tax reform in Latin America; survey and commentaries.
Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.

Richard M. Bird, and Oliver Oldman. Feb 68, 42 p

Contract AID/csd-1543, Proefs. 931-17-199-476
Order as PB-218 630. Paper copy only, $4.25.

Latin America, Taxation, Financial management.
LAT-350-734-R618
Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix A: The Deputy Director. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 15p
Order as PB-219 314. Paper copy only, $9.75.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-a

Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix B: The Program Officer. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 15p
Order as PB-219 316. Paper copy only, $11.00.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-b

Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix C: The Executive Officer. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 15p
Order as PB-219 317. Paper copy only, $9.75.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-c

Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix D: The Division Chief. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 30p
Order as PB-219 318. Paper copy only, $7.25.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-d

Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix E: Personal Attributes for Consideration in Recruitment, Selection, and Evaluation. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 30p
Order as PB-219 320. Paper copy only, $4.00.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-e

Study of Some Key USAID Jobs; Deputy Director, Program Officer, Executive Officer, Division Chief. Appendix G: Policy and Procedure Considerations. American Institute for Research. Jun 64, 15p
Order as PB-219 321. Paper copy only, $3.00.
A.J.D. Officials and employees, Personnel management, Performance standards. 353.1-A512-g

AID-UNIVERSITY RURAL DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS AND U.S. UNIVERSITIES, Illinois Univ.
THAI INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION; A CASE STUDY IN INSTITUTION BUILDING,
Indiana Univ.
William J. Stiffin. 1967, 281p
Contract AID/csd-763
Order as PB-216 225. Paper copy only, $16.25.

Tunisia, Public administration education, Universities and colleges, Institution building.
TH-354.392-161

INSTITUTIONALIZATION AT A MODEST LEVEL: PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION INSTITUTE FOR TURKEY AND THE MIDDLE EAST,
Pittsburgh Univ.
Guthrie S. Birkhead, and Sevda Ereml. Mar 67, 140p
Contract AID/csd-763
Order as PB-216 297. Paper copy only, $9.25.

Turkey, Public administration, Institution building.
TU-354.4961-B619

370. EDUCATION

EDUCATION IN RURAL COLOMBIA: AN INVESTMENT IN HUMAN RESOURCES,
Wiscosin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
A. Eugene Havens. Feb 63, 68p
Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 154. Paper copy only, $1.25.

Colombia, Education, Rural development, Human resources development.
CO-370 09861-H586

NORMAL EDUCATION IN GUATEMALA. (LA EDUCACION NORMAL EN GUATEMALA), (IN SPANISH),
Michigan State Univ.
Javier Ruiz Panilagu. 1964, 68p
Contract AID/REPA-3
Order as PB-219 519. Paper copy only, $2 50

Guatemala, Higher education, Teacher training.
GT-370.7-P192

RURAL EDUCATION IN UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: ROLE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
Syracuse Univ. Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
Jerry Master. Feb 67, 25p
Contract AID/csd-283
Order as PB-218 905. Paper copy only, $3 25.

Education, Rural development, Technical assistance.
370.19146-M664

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE ELS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM: FINAL REPORT,
American Institutes for Research.
Feb 70, 69p
Contract AID/csd-1555
Order as PB-217 013. Paper copy only, $5.50.

Educational research, English language teaching, Teacher education.
370.71-A512b

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE ELS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM: SKILLS INVENTORY,
American Institutes for Research.
Feb 70, 49p
Contract AID/csd-1555
Order as PB-217 322. Paper copy only, $4 50.

English language teaching, Teacher training evaluation.
370.71-A512c

AID/EELS TEACHER TRAINING RESEARCH PROJECT: REPORT NO. 1, English Language Services, Inc.
Aug 63, 129p
Contract AID/REPA-13
Order as PB-218 121. Paper copy only, $8.50.

Teacher training, English language teaching, Education research.
370.71-157a-1

AID/EELS TEACHER TRAINING RESEARCH PROJECT: REPORT NO. 2, English Language Services, Inc.
Aug 63, 191p
Contract AID/REPA-13
Order as PB-218 029. Paper copy only, $11.75.

Teacher training, English language teaching, Educational research.
370.71-157a-2

PRODUCTION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL: ESTIMATION OF COSTS. (FORMACION DE PERSONAL PARA LA ENSEÑANZA MEDIA: ESTIMACION DE COSTOS), (IN SPANISH),
Michigan State Univ.
Karl T. Horeford, and Victor Ardon. 1964, 37p
Contract AID/REPA-3
Order as PB-219 504. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Latin America, Secondary education, Teacher training, Educational costs.
LAT-371.1-I99

ABILITY TESTING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A HANDBOOK OF PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES,
American Institutes for Research.
Paul A. Schwartz, and Robert E. King 1972, 256p
Contract AID/csd-798
Order as PB-219 920. Paper copy only, $15.00.

Aptitude testing techniques, Test construction, Testing facilities.
371 564-5411a

NEW EDUCATIONAL MEDIA IN ACTION: CASE STUDIES FOR PLANNERS. VOLUME IV,
International Institute for Educational Planning.
1967, 202p
Contract AID/csd-844
Order as PB-219 940. Paper copy only, $17.25.

Educational media, Educational planning, Educational television and radio.
371 33-1561-1

NEW EDUCATIONAL MEDIA IN ACTION: CASE STUDIES FOR PLANNERS. VOLUME II,
International Institute for Educational Planning.
1967, 225p
Contract AID/csd-844
Order as PB-219 891. Paper copy only, $13.25

Educational media, Educational radio and television, Educational planning.
371 33-1561-1

NEW EDUCATIONAL MEDIA IN ACTION: CASE STUDIES FOR PLANNERS. VOLUME I,
International Institute for Educational Planning.
1967, 202p
Contract AID/csd-844
Order as PB-219 913. Paper copy only, $13.00.

Educational planning, Educational media, Educational radio and television.
371 33-1561-1

AFRICAN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE WORKSHOP, ENTEBBE, UGANDA, JULY 5 - AUG. 13, 1965,
Educational Services Inc.
610p
Contract AID/csd-772
Order as PB-219 274. Paper copy only, $52.50.

371.33-161-v2

NEW EDUCATIONAL MEDIA IN ACTION: CASE STUDIES FOR PLANNERS. VOLUME III,
International Institute for Educational Planning.
1967, 297p
Contract AID/csd-844
Order as PB-219 664. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Educational media, Educational planning, Radio and television in education.
371 33-161-v3

EDUCATION—Field 370
AFRICA, SCIENCE EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, APIS-727.35-A218


EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC.
777F
Contract AID/cst-772
Order as PB-219 506. Paper copy only, $41.00

AFRICA, SCIENCE EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, AFR-727.35-E24Ag

AFRICAN PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAM: POWDERS - AN EARLY LOOK AT CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES; TEACHERS' GUIDE - PRELIMINARY VERSION TO BE USED FOR TRIAL TEACHING IN AFRICAN PRIMARY SCHOOLS. Educational Services Inc 1966, 21P
Contract AID/cst-772
Order as PB-219 491. Paper copy only, $3.25

AFRICA, SCIENCE EDUCATION, AFR-727.35-E24ah

AFRICAN PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAM. ASK THE AN LION: TEACHERS' GUIDE - PRELIMINARY VERSION TO BE USED FOR TRIAL TEACHING IN AFRICAN PRIMARY SCHOOLS. Educational Services Inc 1966, 21P
Contract AID/cst-772
Order as PB-219 491. Paper copy only, $3.25

AFRICA, SCIENCE EDUCATION, AFR-727.35-E24aj

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA (LA EDUCACION COMERCIAL EN CENTRO AMERICA); (IN SPANISH), Michigan State Univ. Peter G. Kames 1964, 84p
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-219 518. Paper copy only, $6.25

LATIN AMERICA, BUSINESS EDUCATION, EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT, LAT-737.2455-H115

PARTICIPANT TRAINING IN NORTH AFRICA, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Albert E. Gollin, and Barton Sensenig. 1966, 82p
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-219 796. Paper copy only $6.25

AFRICA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, AFR-737.013-B952c

THE PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN BRITISH HONDURAS, 1953-1963; REPORT OF AN EVALUATION SURVEY, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Aurilla White Aug 65, 76p
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 895. Paper copy only, $6.00.

BRITISH HONDURAS, BELIZE, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, BH-737.013-B952f

PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN BOLIVIAN, FINAL REPORT OF A TRAINING EVALUATION STUDY. USAID/Boivia.
Dec 64, 273p
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 596. Paper copy only, $15.75

BOLIVIA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, BL-737.013-U58b

REPORT ON EVALUATION SURVEY OF PARTICIPANT TRAINING, USAID/Brazil Training Branch. 1963, 168P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 216. Paper copy only, $10.50.

Brazil, Participant training, BR-737.013-U58b

THE PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN CHILE; AN EVALUATION SURVEY, 1943-1960. USAID/Chile.
1964, 172P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 911. Paper copy only, $8.75

CHILE, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, CI-737.013-U58q

THE PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN COSTA RICA. USAID/Costa Rica. 1963, 156P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 151. Paper copy only, $9.75.

COSTA RICA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, CS-737.013-U58e

EVALUATION STUDY OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN ECUADOR. Research Tabulating Corp. 1963, 180P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 887. Paper copy only, $11.00.

ECUADOR, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, EC-737.013-R425b

PARTICIPANT TRAINING IN THE FAR EAST, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Albert E. Gollin, and Barton Sensenig. 1966, 81p
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 897. Paper copy only, $6.25.

FAK EAST, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, FEA-737.013-B952

SURVEY REPORT OF RETURNED PARTICIPANTS, USAID/Greece Training Division. 1965, 233P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 883. Paper copy only, $13.75.

GREECE, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, GR-737.013-U58d

INDIAN PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM, 1951-1960; AN EVALUATION STUDY. USAID/India. Participant Training Branch. 230P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 790. Paper copy only, $14.50.

INDIA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, IN-737.013-U58b

EVALUATION SURVEY OF ISRAEL PARTICIPANTS IN THE A.I.D. TRAINING PROGRAM. Israel Institute of Applied Social Research. 1952, 76P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 898. Paper copy only, $5.00.

ISRAEL, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, IS-737.013-I83

THE JAPAN PRODUCTIVITY PROGRAM, SEIBANSEI; AN EVALUATION OF THE PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN JAPAN, 1956-1963.

Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Dalton Potter. 111P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 882. Paper copy only, $7.75.

JAPAN, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY CENTERS.
JA-737.013-B952i

EVALUATION STUDY OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN JAMAICA. Research Tabulating Corp. 1962, 151P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 889. Paper copy only, $11.50.

JAMAICA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, JM-737.013-R432a

PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN JORDAN, 1951-1961; REPORT OF AN EVALUATION SURVEY.

Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 910. Paper copy only, $12.75.

JORDAN, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, JO-737.013-B952j

SURVEY OF THE KENYAN PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM.

International Research Associates, Inc. Apr 67, 120P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 212. Paper copy only, $8.50.

KENYA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, KE-737.013-161f

EVALUATION SURVEY OF THE KOREAN-U.S. PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM, 1955-1964; FINAL REPORT.

Agency for International Development International Training Division. 1963, 232P
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 901. Paper copy only, $13.75.

KOREA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, KS-737.013-A265c

PARTICIPANT TRAINING IN LATIN AMERICA, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. Albert E. Gollin, and Barton Sensenig. 1966, 84p
Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 885. Paper copy only, $6.25.

LATIN AMERICA, PARTICIPANT TRAINING, LAT-737.013-B952d

Contract AIDc-1891
Order as PB-218 885. Paper copy only, $6.25.

LATIN AMERICA, EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, LAT-737.013-A677

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE STATE OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA. (ALGUNAS CONSIDERACIONES SOBRE EL ESTADO DE LA EDUCACIÓN IN-
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DISTURBING EN CENTRO AMERICA). (IN SPANISH).
Michigan State Univ.
Victor Manuel P. Ardon, 1964, 15p
Contract AID/REPA-S-7
Order as PB-219 517. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Latin America, technical education, educational development.
LAT-374 013- A677a

EVALUATION OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN MOROCCO. USAID/Morocco.
1962, 55P
Contract AID- 1891
Order as PB-218 899. Paper copy only, $4.75
Morocco, Participant training.
MR-374.013-U36c

PARTICIPANT TRAINING IN NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA.
Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc.
Albert E. Goelie 1966, 84P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 894. Paper copy only, 56.25.
Near East, Participant training.
NEA-374.013- 8952b

EVALUATION STUDY OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN NICARAGUA.
Research Tabulating Corp.
1962, 135P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 900. Paper copy only, $7.50
Nicaragua, Participant training.
NU-374.013-R432

SURVEY OF THE PERUVIAN PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM.
International Research Associates, Inc.
Jul 65, 115P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 788. Paper copy only, $8.00.
Peru, Participant training.
PE-374.013-L61d

EVALUATION STUDY OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN SUDAN.
Research Tabulating Corp.
1962, 125P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 787. Paper copy only, $8.25.
Sudan, Participant training.
SN-374.013-R432c

PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM, THAILAND, 1951-1960: AN EVALUATION SURVEY, VOL. 1—THE REPORT.
Business Research Ltd., Bangkok.
1963, 103P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 213. Paper copy only, $7.25.
Thailand, Participant training.
TH-374.013- B979a-v1

PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM, THAILAND, 1951-1960: AN EVALUATION SURVEY, VOL. 2—THE APPENDIX.
Business Research Ltd., Bangkok.
1963, 201P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 152. Paper copy only, $16 25
Thailand, Participant training.
TH-374.013-B979a-v2

EVALUATION OF THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM IN TUNISIA: FINAL REPORT.
USAID/Tunisia.
Dalton Potter, 1964, 116P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 153. Paper copy only, $8.00.
Tunisia, Participant training.
TN-374.013-F866

Agency for International Development.
Sep 64, 36P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 139. Paper copy only, $4.00.
Turkey, Participant training.
TU-374.013-A265

TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1951-1963; AN EVALUATION.
USAID/China.
346P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 156. Paper copy only, $15.00.
China, Participant training.
TW-374.013-T255

SURVEY OF THE TANZANIAN PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM.
International Research Associates, Inc.
Apr 67, 111P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 890. Paper copy only, $7.75.
Tanzania, Participant training.
TZ-374.013-1610

EVALUATION SURVEY OF USOM PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM, VIETNAM, 1954-1966; FINAL REPORT.
Business Research Ltd., Bangkok.
Jun 64, 233P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-218 894. Paper copy only, $13.75.
Vietnam, Participant training, Evaluation, Language training.
VS-374.013-G587

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT TRAINING PROGRAM: THE TRANSFER AND USE OF DEVELOPMENT SKILLS. EVALUATION STUDY OF U.S. TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS.
Agency for International Development.
1966, 297P
Contract AID-1891
Order as PB-219 208. Paper copy only, $17.00.
Participant training evaluation.
374.013-B952a

PILOT STUDY OF PARTICIPANT TRAINING IN THE UNITED STATES; TECHNICAL REPORT.
Institute for International Services.
Jane F. Bristol, 1963, 73P
Contract AID/REPA-S-11
Order as PB-218 789. Paper copy only, $5.75.
Participant training evaluation.
374.013-1359

INTRODUCING/INNOVATION AT ECUADORIAN UNIVERSITIES.
Pittsburgh Univ.
Hans C. Blaise, and Luis A. Rodriguez, 1966, 141P
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-216 315. Paper copy only, $9.00
Ecuador, Institutional building, Educational innovation.
EC-378 866-161

Michigan State Univ.
1963, 14P
Contract REPAS-7
Order as PB-219 488. Paper copy only, $3.75.
Guatemala, Higher education, Universities and colleges.
GT-378.7281-M624

Michigan State Univ.
1964, 87P
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-219 527. Paper copy only, $6.25.
Guatemala, Higher education, Universities and colleges.
GT-378.7281-M624a

Michigan State Univ.
Karl T. Hereford Sep 64, 75P
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-219 551. Paper copy only, $5.75.
Guatemala, Higher education, Universities and colleges.
GT-378.7281-M624b

Michigan State Univ.
Lus A. Rodriguez Apr 75, 13P
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-219 555. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Guatemala, Higher education, Educational development, Educational research.
GT-378.7281-M624c

ELEMENTS OF PLANNING FOR EDUCATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA. (LOS ELEMENTOS DEL PLANEMIENTO PARA LA EDUCACION EN LA AMERICA CENTRAL). (IN SPANISH).
Michigan State Univ.
Paul G. Orr, and Javier Ruiz Passaguia 1963, 21P
Contract AID/REPAS-7
Order as PB-218 256. Paper copy only, $3.25.
Latin America, Educational development, Development planning, Educational planning.
LAT-378.7281-M624
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Field 380—COMMERCIAL, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH.
Williams College.
Harry J. Brinton. May 67, 34p
Contract AID/csd-736, Proj 931-17-995-426
Order as PB-219 660. Paper copy only, $3.75
Commercial policy, Import substitution.
382.3-W722

WORLD TRADE IN SELECTED AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 1951-65. VOLUME I. BEVERAGE CROPS; COFFEE, COCOA, AND TEA.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jun 68, 68p
Order as PB-218 026. Paper copy only, $6.00.
Agricultural trade statistics. 382.41-A278c-v1

WORLD TRADE IN SELECTED AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 1951-65. VOLUME II. FOOD AND Fühl GRAINS; WHEAT RICE, MAIZE, BARLEY, AND OTHER CEREALS.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jun 68, 176p
Order as PB-217 751. Paper copy only, $11.00.
Agricultural trade statistics, Grain trade. 382.41-A278c-v2

WORLD TRADE IN SELECTED AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, 1951-65. VOLUME III. TEXTILE FIBERS: COTTON, JUTS, AND OTHER VEGETABLE FIBERS.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jun 68, 81p
Order as PB-218 615. Paper copy only, $6.25.
Agricultural trade statistics, Textile fibers. 382.41-A278c-v3

WORLD TRADE IN SELECTED AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, 1951-65. VOLUME IV. SUGAR, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jun 68, 117p
Order as PB-218 340. Paper copy only, $8.00.
Agricultural trade statistics. 382.41-A278c-v4

WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES IN 1980.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jul 68, 66p
Order as PB-216 817. Paper copy only, $3.00
Agricultural trade, Supply and demand, Statistics. 382.41-A278d

DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Jul 67, 23p
Order as PB-219 509. Paper copy only, $3.25.
Agricultural trade, Supply and demand, Exports, Foreign economic relations. 382.41-E19

DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Serial, 20p
Order as PB-216 304. Paper copy only, $3.00

Agricultural trade, Supply and demand, Exports, Foreign economic relations. 382.41-E19a

WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR WHEAT IN 1980 WITH EMPHASIS ON TRADE BY THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Order as PB-219 547. Paper copy only, $11.00

WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR COTTON IN 1980 WITH EMPHASIS ON TRADE BY LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Richard S. Magleby, and Edmond Misitsian. Jan 71, 176p
Order as PB-217 740. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agricultural trade, Supply and demand, Cotton, Foreign trade. Statistics. 382.4151-M195

WORLD DEMAND PROSPECTS FOR BANANAS IN 1980 WITH EMPHASIS ON TRADE BY LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C.
Arthur B. Mackie, and Jon E. Falck. Feb 71, 101p
Order as PB-217 739. Paper copy only, $3.00
International trade, International economic relations, Banana, Supply and demand, Foreign trade. Statistics. 382.41772-A278

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION AS AN INDUSTRIALIZATION STRATEGY.
Williams College.
John H. Power. Jan 66, 22p
Contract AID/csd-736, Proj 931-17-995-426
Order as PB-213 786. Paper copy only, $3.75.
Industrialization. 382.5-W722

EXPORT GROWTH AND IMPORT SUBSTITUTION.
Williams College.
Henry J. Brinton Jul 68, 80p
Contract AID/csd-736, Proj 931-17-995-426
Order as PB-218 343. Paper copy only, $6.00.
Foreign trade, Commercial policy. 382.6-K913

THE USE OF EFFECTIVE TARIFFS: A COMMENT.
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj 931-17-995-476
Order as PB-216 055. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Foreign trade, Tariff. 382.7-J967

PORTS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Brookings Institution.
Donald S. Shoup. Sep 67, 274p
Contract AID/REPAS-5, Proj 931-17-390-034
Order as PB-218 774. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Economic development, Harbors, Shipping. 387.1-S559

INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE INDUSTRY, Brookings Institution.
Mahlon R. Strauszheim. 1969, 310p
Contract AID/REPAS-5, Proj 931-17-390-034
Order as PB-219 943. Paper copy only, $17.50.
Airlines, Civil aviation, International airports. 387.8-2898

PLANNING PROBLEMS IN IMPROVING COLOMBIAN ROADS AND HIGHWAYS. REPRINTED FROM LAND ECONOMICS, V. 47, NO. 1, FEB. 1971, PP. 1-13, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Herman F. Letham. 14p
Contract AID/REPAS-5, Proj 931-17-120-025
Order as PB-219 139. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Colombia, Highway planning and investment, Rural roads, Transportation research. CO-388.B-9284

IMPACT OF HIGHWAY INVESTMENT ON DEVELOPMENT,
Brookings Institution
George W. Wilson. Apr 66, 236p
Contract AID/REPAS-5, Proj 931-17-390-034
Order as PB-219 950. Paper copy only, $13.75.
Roads - Economic aspects, Transportation research. 388.1-W748

HELPFUL U.S.-METRIC CONVERSIONS. PREPARED FOR WEED RESEARCH WORKERS IN LATIN AMERICA IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE A.I.D. WEED CONTROL PROGRAM IN LATIN AMERICA, Oregon State Univ.
Dean R. Donaldson, and Luis Figueroa. 1967, 8p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 299. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Latin America, Weights and measures, Metric system. 391.152-D676

390. CUSTOMS

METODOLOGICAL LIMITS TO CULTURAL RELATIVISM,
Cornell Univ. Dept. of Anthropology.
Henry F. Dobyns. Nov 63, 13p
Contract AID/csd-296
Order as PB-215 755. Paper copy only, $3.00
390-D635

500. PURE SCIENCES

ARDITY AND MAN; THE CHALLENGE OF ARID LANDS IN THE UNITED STATES.
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Carle Hodge. 1963, 393p
Order as PB-219 914. Paper copy only, $31.75.
Soils, Natural resources, Watersheds, Climatology, Land, Weather. 351.62-A512

Harben Bostouline Young. 18p
Contract AID/csd-297
Order as PB-219 675. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Age and development 574.13-Y72

WEEDS OF ARGENTINA; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES.
Oregon State Univ.
MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC HEALTH—Field 610

Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 1967, 18p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 337. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Argentina, Weeds.
AR-581.650982-C266

WEEDS OF BRAZIL; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 16p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 326. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Brazil, Weeds.
BR-581.650981-C266

WEEDS OF CHILE; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 15p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-218 732. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Chile, Weeds.
CL-581.650983-C266

WEEDS OF COLOMBIA; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 13p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-512 747. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Colombia, Weeds.
CO-581.650981-O 66

SURVEY AND EVALUATION - WEED CONTROL RESEARCH IN COLOMBIA, Oregon State Univ.
Lana E. Coullston, 1969, 33p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-215 745 Paper copy only, $3.75

Colombia, Weed control.
CO-581.650981-O66a

WEEDS OF DOMINICAN REPUBLIC; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 4p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-218 633. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Dominican Republic, Weeds.
DR-581.6509-C266

WEEDS OF CENTRAL AMERICA; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston, 24p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-213 746. Paper copy only, $2.25

Central America, Weeds.
LAT-581.650983-C266

WEEDS OF MEXICO; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston, 7p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-218 731. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mexico, Weeds.
MX-581.650972-O66

WEEDS OF PERU; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 9p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 362. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Peru, Weeds.
PB-581.650985-C266

WEEDS OF PUERTO RICO; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston 1967, 14p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 335. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Puerto Rico, Weeds.
PR-581.6509725-C266

WEEDS OF TRINIDAD; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 7p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-218 631. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Trinidad and Tobago, Weeds.
TD-581.6509725-C266

WEEDS OF URUGUAY; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 1969, 10p
Contract AID/csd-1442
Order as PB-217 334. Paper copy only, $3.00

Uruguay, Weeds.
UY-581.6509895-C266

WEEDS OF VENEZUELA; A LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES, Oregon State Univ.
Juan Cardenas, and Lane Coulston. 9p
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-218 634. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Venezuela, Weeds.
VE-581.650867-C266

WEED CONTROL IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; ANNUAL REPORT, 1967-68. Oregon State Univ. 26P
Contract AID/csd-1442, Proj. 931-17-130-463
Order as PB-217 324 Paper copy only, $3.50.

Weed control.
581.6505-066A

INHIBITION OF RODENT MALARIA IN MICE BY RIFAMPICIN. REPRINTED FROM NATURE, V. 227, NO. 5255, 1970, PP. 381-382.
Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology.
Feb 70, 3p
Contract AID/csd-1432
Order as PB-218 825. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Veterinary medicine, Malarial fever, Mice
559 5233-A395

DIGESTION OF SUGARCANE BY THE POLYNESIAN RAT, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo.
Melvyn V. Garrison, and Charles P. Breidenstein.
Jul 70, 4p
Order as PB-215 752. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Research on pest control problems.
599 5233-G243

LABORATORY STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF U-5887 ON THE REPRODUCTION OF WILD MALE RATS, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo.
James J. Kennelly, and Melvyn V. Garrison.
Jul 70, 7p
Order as PB-215 776 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Pest control, Research on pesticides.
599 5233-K336

TWIN VAMPIRE BATS BORN IN CAPTIVITY. REPRINTED FROM JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY, V. 51, NO. 2, PP. 391-392,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo.
Richard J. Burns.
May 70, 2p
Order as PB-216 309. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Vampire bats
599.4-B967

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo.
R. J. Burns, and S. B. Lindensta.
Dec 70, 1p
Order as PB-216 821 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Research on strength of Vampire bats
599 4072-B967

610. MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC HEALTH

HEALTH MANPOWER IN PERU; A CASE STUDY IN PLANNING, Johns Hopkins Univ.
Thomas L. Hall 1969, 190p
Contract AID/csd-1883
Order as PB-219 909. Paper copy only, 511 50

Peru, Manpower planning. Medical personnel, Medical care.
PE-610 69-E179a

Turkey, Manpower planning, Medical personnel, Health services, TU-610.69-T259


China, Manpower planning, Medical personnel, Medical care, TW-610.69-E186a

REPORT ON CSN (CORN-SOYA-MILK BLEND), British-American Hospital, Lima, Peru George G. Graham. Oct 69, 19p Contract AID/csd-1433 Order as PB-216 826. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Proteins, Nutrition, Corn, Soy-bean, Milk, Health surveys, Medical research, 612.3-G739


Proteins, Nutrition, Wheat, Health surveys, Medical research, 612.3-G739


Proteins, Child nutrition, Corn meal, Soy-bean, Milk 612 3-G739b


Proteins, Nutrition, Milk, Medical research, Child and infant nutrition 612.3 898-G793-a


Child nutrition, Proteins, Flour, Food additives. 612.398-G739-b


Proteins, Cottonseed flour, Child nutrition, Dietic treatment of malnourished infants 612 396-G739a


Proteins, Nutrition, Child nutrition. 612 398-G739c


Proteins, Child nutrition, Amino acids. 612.396-G739d


Adolescence, Age and development. 612.661-Y72


Physical development, Adolescence. 612.661-Y72a


Guatemala, Proteins, Nutrition, Food additives, Child health and nutrition GT-613.28-M425


Peru, Proteins, Nutrition, Milk, Child health. Medical research. PE-611.28-G739


Child nutrition, Malnutrition. 613.2-6468


Proteins, Nutrition, Public health research. 613.28-M414


Nutrition, Fish protein, Proteins, Fish as food. 613 28-Y22


Brazil, Child mortality. BR-614-1-L83


Chile, Child mortality. CI-614.14-L607


El Salvador, Mosquito research. ES-614 4123-8382

EFFECT OF TEST CAGE MATERIALS ON ULV MALATHION EVALUATIONS. REPRINTED FROM MOSQUITO NEWS, VOL. 30, NO. 3, SEPT. 1970, PP. 338-342, National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.
Field 610—MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC HEALTH


Fan American Health Organization

D. Acoves Sainos sp.

Order as PB-218 611. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mexico, Child mortality, Causes of death


National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.

Henry M. Mathews 4p

Order as PB-219 893. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Tobago, Malaria eradication.

TD-614.532-M429

THAILAND MALARIA OPERATIONAL RESEARCH UNIT; ACTIVITIES FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1970. Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga. 17P

Order as PB-218 628. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Thailand, Malaria eradication, Epidemiologic and entomologic studies.

TH-614.532-C397

THAILAND MALARIA OPERATIONAL RESEARCH UNIT; RESEARCH FINAL PROJECT REPORT. Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga. Jun 72, 36p

Order as PB-219 284. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Thailand, Malaria eradication, Entomologic and epidemiologic studies

TH-614.532-C397a


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

Arnold F. Franckes, 4p

Order as PB-219 109. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Upper Volta, Malaria fever, Insecticides, Mosquitoes

UV-614.532-F979


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

William Mathis 5p

Order as PB-219 899. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Upper Volta, Malaria fever, Insecticides, Mosquitoes

UV-614.532-M431


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

K. D. Quartersman 5p

Order as PB-219 278. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Upper Volta, Malaria fever, Insecticides, Mosquitoes

UV-614.532-Q1

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF HEALTH NEEDS AND SERVICES. Johns Hopkins Univ. School of Hygiene and Public Health. Dec 70, 510p

Contract AI/120-1605

Order as PB-218 031. Paper copy only, $27.50.

Sector analysis - Public health, Health surveys, Human resources development.

614.435a

LYSINE ENRICHMENT OF WHEAT FLOUR: EVALUATION IN INFANTS, British-American Hospital, Lima, Peru. George C. Graham. Nov 69, 11p

Contract AI/120-1005

Order as PB-219 320. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Nutrition, Food additives, Child nutrition.

614.33-C739

LETHAL EFFECTS OF AQUEOUS FORMULATIONS CONTAINING FATTY AMINES FOR ACIDS AGAINST EGGS AND LARVAE OF AEDES AEGYPTI. REPRINTED FROM THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY, V. 65, NO. 1, FEB. 1972, PP. 177-181.

Center for Disease Control, Savannah, Ga

Richard E. Cline, 5p

Order as PB-218 564. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides.

614.423-C641


National Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga.

73P

Order as PB-219 020. Paper copy only, $5.75.

Mosquito control, Insecticides, DDT investigations.

614.4232-D419-1969

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES: REPORT OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1976. Center for Disease Control, Savannah, Ga

Laboratory Div. 96P

Order as PB-219 021. Paper copy only, $7.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides, DDT investigations

614.423-2419-1970

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES: REPORT OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1971. Center for Disease Control, Savannah, Ga

Laboratory Div.

193P

Order as PB-219 023 Paper copy only, $11.75

Mosquito control, Insecticides, DDT and Malathion investigations

614.4232-D419-1971

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY, RESEARCH FINAL PROJECT REPORT. Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga

Jun 72, 10P

Order as PB-219 278. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Mosquito control, DDT investigations, Insecticides, Pesticides, Insecticide equipment and toxicology.

614.4232-D419a

PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE AND STORAGE STABILITY OF DDT 75% WATER-DISPERIBLE POWDER. REPRINTED FROM ADVANCES IN CHEMISTRY SERIES, NO. 86, 1969, PP. 107-114.

National Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga.

John F. Donahue, 4p

Order as PB-218 096. Paper copy only, $3.00.

DDT experiments, Insecticides.

614.4323-D574


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

L. B. Hall, and J. E. Taylor. 3p

Order as PB-219 118. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Insecticides, Mosquito control, Malaria eradication.

614.4323-H177

THERMAL FOG TESTS AGAINST Aedes aegypti (L.) AND ANOPHELES ALBIMANUS (WIED.). REPRINTED FROM MOSQUITO NEWS, VOL. 26, NO. 2, JUNE 1966, PP. 118-121.

Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga.

W. L. Jakob 4p

Order as PB-219 106. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides.

614.4323-J23


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

W. L. Jakob, and H. F. Schoof 6p

Order as PB-218 112 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides

614.4323-J25a


Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga.

W. L. Jakob, and H. F. Schoof. 4p

Order as PB-219 934. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides

614.4323-J25a

LABORATORY TESTS WITH DDT AND DEUTERODDT AGAINST MOSQUITORS. REPRINTED FROM MOSQUITO NEWS, VOL. 26, NO. 1, MAR. 1966, PP. 78-79.

Communicable Disease Center, Savannah, Ga

W. L. Jakob, and H. F. Schoof. 2p

Order as PB-218 377. Paper copy only, $3.00

DDT testing, Insecticides, Mosquito control.

614.4323-J25c

STUDIES WITH JUVENILE HORMONE-TYPE COMPOUNDS AGAINST MOSQUITO LARVAE. REPRINTED FROM MOSQUITO NEWS, VOL. 31, NO. 4, DEC. 1971, PP. 540-549.

Center for Disease Control, Savannah, Ga.

W. L. Jakob, and H. F. Schoof. 4p

Order as PB-218 588. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Mosquito control, Insecticides, Pesticides, Insecticide equipment and toxicology.
Mosquito control, Insecticides, Pesticides 614.4323-M32d


614.4323-M32e


614.4323-M34


614.4323-T245


614.4323-W362


614.4323-T245a


614.332-A535
IN VITRO DEVELOPMENT OF PLASMODIUM BERGHEI OKINETES. REPRINTED FROM NATURE, V. 218, NO. 5143, MAY 1968, PP. 774-775.

Dan T. Spica, and Paul H. Silverman.

Order as PB-219

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 922. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-K48a


Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 572. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-A395b


Order as PB-219 512. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-C117

AID RESEARCH REVIEW: SEROLOGIC DIAGNOSIS OF MALARIA. Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga. Jun 71, 80p

Order as PB-217 347. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Serodiagnois, Antigens and antibodies, Malaria, Epidemiology 614.532-C597

MALARIA RESISTANCE: ARTIFICIAL INDUCTION WITH A PARTIALLY PURIFIED PLASMODIAL FRATION. REPRINTED FROM SCIENCE, V. 171, MAR. 1971, P. 1176.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Lawrence E. D’Antonio, and Paul H. Silverman. 2p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 900. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-D194

MODEL SYSTEM FOR STUDY OF ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED RESISTANCE TO MALARIA. REPRINTED FROM NATURE, V. 223, NO. 5205, AUG. 1969, PP. 597-599.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Lawrence E. D’Antonio, and Paul H. Silverman. 6p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-218 033. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-D194a


George U. Fisher. 7p

Order as PB-219 889. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Antigens and antibodies, Malaria in soldiers returning from Vietnam 614 532-F533


National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.

Neva N. Gleason. 5p

Order as PB-219 888. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malaria, Antigens and antibodies. 614 532-G554

MALARIA IMMUNITY AND VACCINATION; SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, JULY-DECO. 1970.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. 10p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 515. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research, Mosquitoes. 614.532-129-1

MALARIA IMMUNITY AND VACCINATION; SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, JAN-JUNE 1971.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. 10p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 515. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research, Mosquitoes. 614.532-129-2


National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.

Donald E. Johnson. 10p

Order as PB-218 585 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malaria control 614 532-166a


National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.

Irvyn G. Kagan. 10p

Order as PB-219 919. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Serology. 614.532-K11

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON THE USE OF FERRITIN-CONJUGATED ANTIBODIES TO PLASMODIUM BERGHEI REPRINTED FROM JOURNAL OF PROTOZOOLOGY, V. 218, NO. 1, 1971, PP. 73-79.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Virginia A. A. Kilby, and Paul H. Silverman. 7p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 938. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-K48

ULTRASTRUCTURE OF AN UNUSUAL ERTHROCYTIC FORM OF PLASMODIUM BERGHEI REPRINTED FROM JOURNAL OF PROTOZOOLOGY, V. 18, NO. 1, 1971, PP. 51-57.

Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Virginia A. A. Kilby, and Paul H. Silverman. 7p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 922. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-K48a


Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 921. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research.

614.532-K48b


National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.

Wallace A. Rogers. 6p

Order as PB-217 315. Paper copy only, $3.00.

SeroLOGY, Antigens and antibodies, Malarial fever 614.532-K731

HOPE BRIGHTENS FOR MALARIA VACCINATION. REPRINTED FROM WAR ON HUNGER, OCT. 1971, PP. 181, 182.

Paul H. Silverman. 1971, 4p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 277. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research, Public health. 614.532-K570


Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 283. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research, Mosquitoes. 614.532-S011


Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 286. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Medical research, Mosquitoes, Malarial fever. 614.532-S011a


Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Dan T. Spica, and Paul H. Silverman. 7p

Contract AID/csd-1432

Order as PB-219 882. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Malarial fever, Medical research. 614.532-S759

Order as PB-217 301. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Antigens and antibodies, Malarial fever. 614.532-S954

Order as PB-219 916. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Antigens and antibodies, Malarial fever. 614.532-S954a

DENSITY GRADIENT FRACTIONATION OF MICROSPORIDIAN SPORES. - Illinois Univ. Dept. of Zoology. Albert H Udade, and Nelda E. Alger. 5p
Contract AID/csd-1432
Order as PB-219 266. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Malarial fever, Medical research, Mosquitoes 614 532-U255

Order as PB-219 896. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Antigens and antibodies, Malarial 614 532-W751

Order as PB-219 887 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Antigens and antibodies, Malarial 614.532-W751a

Order as PB-218 093. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Blood serum analysis, DDT toxicology, Insecticides, Pesticides 616.0761-D139

Contract AID/csd-1435
Order as PB-219 933. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Uganda, Diseases, Medical research, Liver. UG-616.362-A456a

Order as PB-217 297. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Uganda, Diseases, Medical research, Liver UG-616.362-A456b

Contract AID/csd-1435
Order as PB-217 725. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Uganda, Diseases, Liver, Nutrition research. UG-616.362-D122

620. ENGINEERING

COLOMBIA - PERU - CHILE FIELD SURVEY REPORT. General Electric Co. Mar 63, 293p
Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 912 Paper copy only, $16.75.

Chile, Peru, Colombia, Rural electrification. CO-621 393-G326c

INDIA FIELD SURVEY REPORT. General Electric Co. 1963, 70P
Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 261 Paper copy only, $5.50

India, Electric power, Rural electrification. IN-621.31-G326

Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 272. Paper copy only, $6.25.

Rural electrification.

621.31-G326

PATTERNS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STRUCTURE. Harvard Univ. Feb 70, 22p
Contract AID/csd-1543, Proj. 991-17-595-476
Order as PB-216 615 Paper copy only, $3.25.

Electric power, Power resources 621.31-334

ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FOR ELECTRIC POWER IN RURAL COMMUNITIES. General Electric Co. 1963, 57P
Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 311. Paper copy only, $5.00.

Rural electrification. 621.393-G326

COST ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY SYSTEMS FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES, General Electric Co. Ralph H. Hofmeister 1963, 172p
Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 282. Paper copy only, $10 75

Rural electrification. 621.393-G326a

REFRIGERATION-COOLING SYSTEMS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. General Electric Co. 1962, 4AP
Contract AID/REPS-1
Order as PB-219 273. Paper copy only, $4.25.

Cold storage, Refrigeration. 621.56-G326

DEVELOPMENT OF A WATER PUMP FOR UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES; FINAL REPORT. Battelle Memorial Institute. D W Frank, and R. D. Fannon. Sep 67, 79p
Contract AID/csd-1434
Order as PB-216 179 Paper copy only, $6.00.

Pumping machinery. 621.64-B325

STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOW OF FRESH WATER IN SALINE AQUIFERS, Colorado State Univ. David B. McWhorter Jun 72, 44p
Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 991-17-120-489
Order as PB-216 286. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Groundwater exploitation, Irrigation, Water flow, Steady opposing bends and straights. 627.52-M177

FLOW IN SAND-BED CHANNELS, Colorado State Univ. Khalid Mahmood. Feb 71, 295p
Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 991-17-120-489
Order as PB-216 776. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Hydraulic engineering, Flow measurement, Sedimentation, Turbulent flow. 627.52-M215

SALT WATER CONING BENEATH FRESH WATER WELLS, Colorado State Univ. Brij Mohan Sabani. Apr 72, 182p
Contract AID/csd-2162, Proj. 991-17-120-489
Order as PB-218 791. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Agriculture, Saline waters, Water flow, Irrigation water, Computer programs of water flow.
627.52-S134


India, Irrigation, Wells, Water-supply engineering. IN-628-11-S617


Pakistan (West), Wells, Water-supply engineering, Irrigation, Natural resources planning, Development research. PC-628 11-W527


Water purification, Rural water-supply. 628.1652-0326

630. AGRICULTURE (GENERAL)

CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; SUBCONTRACTOR FINAL REPORT. Ohio State Univ Jun 68, 4p Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-216 049. Paper copy only, $3.00

Africa, Agricultural education, Rural development research, AID-university cooperation. AFR-630.74-037


Brazil, Agricultural research, Capital growth, Technological change, Development and productivity BR-630 981-R225


Chile, Agricultural institution building, Extension work, Communication in rural development. CI-630.715-B879

FITTING AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION TO THE DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF COLOMBIA. LTC NO. 57, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center. Herman Felsenthal, Nov 68, 21p Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025 Order as PB-189 831. Paper copy only, $5.00

Colombia, Agricultural extension work, Agricultural development. CO-630.715-F324a


Costa Rica, Agricultural development, Economic development. CS-630.118-W811


Costa Rica, Agricultural development, Development, Economic development, Employment, Land tenure patterns, Coffee production. CS-630.118-W811a


Greece, Agricultural development, Agriculture, Economic development. GR-630 9495-M978

METHOD OF ASSESSING PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA, Joint Indo-American Study Team O. P. Gautam, Apr 70, 131p Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-216 183. Paper copy only, $8.75.

India, Research and Higher Education in Agriculture Evaluation of Agricultural Education IN-630.711-G277


India, Agricultural education, Universities and colleges. IN-630.711-P965


India, Agricultural Development. IN-630.954-B877


India, Grain production potentials and requirements IN-630.954-H498a


Agricultural Information Services, Latin America. LAT-630-97324

UNITED STATES ASSISTANCE TO AGRICULTURE IN LATIN AMERICA THROUGH THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. LTC NO. 71, Wisconsin Univ Land Tenure Center. L. Harlan Davis Jun 70, 47p Contract AID/REPA-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025 Order as PB-219 392. Paper copy only, $4.50.

Latin America, Agricultural development, A.I.D. program LAT-630.98-D262


Latin America, Alliance for Progress, Agricultural development. LAT-630.98-T439


Mexico, Agricultural development MX-630 972-F654


Mexico, Agriculture, Rural development. MX-630 972-N958
CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; SUBCONTRACTOR FINAL REPORT.
North Carolina State Univ. Jun 68, 3p
Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-216 048. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Near East, Agricultural education
NEA-630 711-N864

Glen L. Johnson. Agr 68, 112p

Nigeria, Simulation methods, Agriculture sector models, Beef industry.
N-630 9669-M624a

SIMULATION MODEL OF THE NIGERIAN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY; PROGRESS REPORT, APR.-NOV. 1969.
Michigan State Univ. Nov 69, 147p

Nigeria, Simulation methods, Agriculture sector analysis, Models
N-630 9669-M624a-1

Michigan State Univ. 42p
Contract AID/csd-1557, Proj. 931-17-199-477 Order as PB-218 599. Paper copy only, $4.25

Nigeria, Simulation methods, Agriculture sector analysis, Models
N-630 9669-M624a-2

PLANNING CAPABILITY OF THE NORTHERN NIGERIAN AGRICULTURAL MODEL, Michigan State Univ.
Thomas J. Manetsch. Mar 70, 32p
Contract AID/csd-1557 Order as PB-217 296. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Nigeria, Agricultural planning, Computer programs - Agricultural development, Research and models.
N-630 9669-M624b

NOTES ON THE CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF WEST PAKISTAN AGRICULTURE, Harvard Univ. Center for International Affairs.
Carl H. Gates Mar 72, 47p
Contract AID/csd-1534, Proj. 931-17-199-477 Order as PB-216 258. Paper copy only, $3.00

Pakistan (West), Agricultural development, Economic growth, Rural sociology, Socio-economic conditions.
PK-630 95491-G684

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, EQUITY AND RURAL ORGANIZATION IN EAST PAKISTAN, Harvard Univ.
John W. Thomas Jul 71, 43p

Pakistan, Rural development, Agricultural cooperatives, Agricultural development.
PK-630 95492-T339

TAIN'S AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT: ITS RELEVANCE FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TODAY.
Order as PB-216 820. Paper copy only, $7.25.

China, Agricultural development.
TW-630.951249-L419b

AGRICULTURAL DATA COLLECTING AND REPORTING IN VENEZUELA. LTC TRAINING AND METHODS SERIES NO. 2.
Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Walter H. Ebling. Nov 64, 48p

Venezuela, Agricultural statistics.
VE-630.72-E16

CHANGES IN AGRICULTURE IN 26 DEVELOPING NATIONS; 1948 - 1963.
Order as PB-216 785. Paper copy only, $9.00.

Agricultural development, Crop yields, Land tenure, Agricultural credit and prices, Technological innovations - Agriculture, Marketing.
630.6419

SEMINAR ON AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT; SUMMARY REPORT.
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) Jun 66, 113p
Order as PB-216 770. Paper copy only, $7.75

Rural development, Agricultural economics.
630-J74

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE TRANSFERS AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT: BRIEF REVIEW OF EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN, ENGLAND AND FRANCE.
Cornell Univ
Uma J. Lele. Jun 70, 21p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj. 931-17-140-468 Order as PB-218 753. Paper copy only, $2.25

Economic development, Agricultural and industrial development.
630-L339

ADAPTING AND TESTING OF AGRICULTURAL SIMULATION MODEL TO SECTOR ANALYSIS; ANNUAL REPORT.
Michigan State Univ.
Jun 72, 38p
Contract AID/csd-2975 Order as PB-218 752. Paper copy only, $4.00

Agricultural sector analysis, Simulation methods.
630-M624a

POLICIES FOR PROMOTING AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT: REPORT OF A CONFERENCE ON PRODUCTIVITY AND INNOVATION IN AGRICULTURE IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Jun 65, 198p
Contract AID/csd-452 Order as PB-216 274. Paper copy only, $12.00.

Agricultural production, Innovations.
630-P766

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL WELL-BEING OF AGRICULTURALISTS IN LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Iowa State Univ. Center for Agricultural and Rural Development.
Roger W. Heaton. Sep 71, 422p
Contract AID/csd-2163, Proj. 931-16-140-491 Order as PB-215 725. Paper copy only, $22.25

Agricultural sector planning, Land tenure, Cooperative credit associations, Marketing, Public Law 480, Agriculture and state, Farmers.
630.11-186

INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY. REPRINTED FROM JOURNAL OF FARM ECONOMICS, V. 48, NO. 5, DEC. 1966, PP. 1186-1194. LTC REPRINT NO. 28, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center
Kenneth H. Parsons. 11p
Contract AID/RENAS-3, Proj. 931-17-120-025 Order as PB-219 358. Paper copy only, $3.00

Institution building, Agricultural development.
630.11-P258

FREEDOM AND DEVELOPMENT; RURAL DECISION-MAKING AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, LTC NO. 29, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center.
Richard W. Patch Jul 66, 37p

Agricultural development, Decision-making, Rural sociology.
630.11-P294

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF AD UNIVERSITY-CONTRACT PROJECTS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH; PHASE I FINAL REPORT, Purdue Research Foundation.
Aug 65, 80p
Order as PB-216 734. Paper copy only, $5.50

Agricultural education and research, Contracts, Universities in international development, A I.D. - university relations.
630 711-C586a

CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; SUBCONTRACTOR FINAL REPORT.
Minnesota Univ.
Jun 68, 3p
Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-216 034. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural education.
630.711-M665

MEASURING INSTITUTIONAL MATURITY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIGENOUS AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITIES, R. W. Roskelley, and J. A. Rigney 48p
Contract AID/csd-840 Order as PB-216 006. Paper copy only, $4.50.

Agricultural colleges, Institution building.
630.711-T821

PRE-CONTRACT PLANNING, Utah State Univ.
R. W. Roskelley. 17p

Contracts, Agricultural education, Institution building.
630.711-U89

Wisconsin Univ.

176P

1. Contract AID/csd-840

Order as PB-107 123. Paper copy only, $11.50.

Agricultural research and education, Instruction building, Rural development. 630.711-W811-1

CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; SECOND ANNUAL PROGRAM REPORT.

Wisconsin Univ.

Aug 67, 39p

1. Contract AID/csd-840

Order as PB-107 224. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Agricultural research and education, Rural development. 630.711-W811-2

CIC-AID RURAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECT; THIRD ANNUAL PROGRAM REPORT, JULY 1, 1957 - JUNE 30, 1968.

Wisconsin Univ.

9P

1. Contract AID/csd-840

Order as PB-107 529. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural education and research, Rural development. 630 711-W811-3


Wisconsin Univ.

22P

1. Contract AID/csd-840

Order as PB-107 966. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Rural development, Agricultural education and research, Institution building. 630.711-W811a

FARM MANAGEMENT EXTENSION IN MODERNIZING AGRICULTURE, Cornell Univ.

John W Mellor. 1968, 9p

1. Contract AID/csd-1-438, Proj 931-17-140-468

Order as PB-107 305. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Agricultural extension work, Farm management. 630.715-C814

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT; INDUSTRIALIZATION, AND FOOD AID IN A DUAL ECONOMY: A FIVE SECTOR THEORETICAL ANALYSIS, Iowa State Univ. Center for Agricultural and Rural Development.

Walter Hauser, Apr 70, 175p

1. Contract AID/csd-2163, Proj 931-17-140-491

Order as PB-107 632. Paper copy only, $10.75.

Analysis of agricultural and production sectors, Development research, Socio-economic development. 630.72-H116

NO EASY HARVEST: THE DILEMMA OF AGRICULTURE IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Max F. Muliken and David Hapgood. 1967, 192p

1. Contract AID/csd-4-52

Order as PB-107 915. Paper copy only, $11.75.

Agricultural development, Technical assistance, Land reform, Rice 630 9-M634

631. FARMING

SOIL MANAGEMENT - AFGHANISTAN, North Carolina State Univ.

W. P. Fitts, 1967, 19p

1. Contract AID/csd-287, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 300. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Afghanistan, Soils AF-631.4-FS47

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND THE TRADITIONAL SMALL FARMER OF RIO GRANDE DO SUL - BRAZIL, Ohio State Univ Dept of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.

Norman Raskin. Jun 72, 36p


Order as PB-107 764. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Brazil, Farm management, Agricultural innovations and production, Farm size. BR-631-R257

RESEARCH NOTES ON AGRICULTURAL CAPITAL FORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE; AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION - SOUTHERN BRAZIL, Ohio State Univ Dept of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.

John Stitzlein. Jun 72, 5p


Order as PB-107 644. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Brazil, Agricultural development, Farm machinery, Innovations. BR-631.3-R862

SUGESTES PARA ADUBACAO NA BASE DE ANALISE DE SOLO, BRASIL; PRIMEIRA AFROXICACAO. (FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON SOIL ANALYSES; APPROXIMATE DATA), North Carolina State Univ.

Robert B. Cate. 1965, 15p

1. Contract AID/csd-2301, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 497. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Brazil, Soil analysis, Agricultural production BR-631.42-C357

ON-FARM WATER MANAGEMENT RESEARCH IN THE ACONCAGUA VALLEY, CHILE; THIRD ANNUAL REPORT, 1971-1972.

Utah State Univ

65P

1. Contract AID/csd-2167

Order as PB-107 755. Paper copy only, $5.25.

Chile, Soil moisture, Irrigation research, Crop yields, Crop production. CI-631.7-U789

THE MIDDLE-SIZED FARM IN GUATEMALA.

LTC EP NO. 38, Wisconsin Univ. Land Tenure Center

Lester Schmidt. Aug 69, 82p

1. Contract AID/SEPAS-3, Proj 931-17-120-025

Order as PB-107 919. Paper copy only, $6.00.

Guatemala, Farm size, Agricultural production, Rural employment, Farmers. GT-631-S348

COMO TOMAR MUESTRAS DE SUELOS. (HOW TO TAKE SOIL SAMPLES), Guatemala Ministerio de Agricultura Alejandro Puentes, and J. L. Walker 1967, 13p

1. Contract AID/csd-2301, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 499. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Guatemala, Soil sampling. GT-631.42-P854

NUTRIENT STATUS OF SOILS IN THE FIVE PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF GUATEMALA, North Carolina State Univ.

J. L. Walker. 8p

1. Contract AID/csd-287, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 510. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Guatemala, Soil analysis and composition GT-631.42-W181

SOILS OF GUATEMALA: THEIR CLIMATIC AND GEOLOGIC ENVIRONMENTS, North Carolina State Univ.

J. L. Walker. Dec 67, 26p

1. Contract AID/csd-287, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 747. Paper copy only, $3.50.

Guatemala, Soil classification GT-631.497281-W181

SUELOS DE GUATEMALA: ESTADO DE LOS NUTRIENTES VEGETALES. (SOILS OF GUATEMALA; STATUS OF PLANT NUTRIENTS), North Carolina State Univ.

J. L. Walker. 1967, 33p

1. Contract AID/csd-287, Proj 931-17-130-031

Order as PB-107 480. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Guatemala, Soil classification GT-631.497281-W181

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF WELL IRRIGATION IN ALIGARH DISTRICT, INDIA, Cornell Univ.

T. V. Moorti. May 71, 66p

1. Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj 931-17-140-468

Order as PB-107 794. Paper copy only, $3.00.

India, Irrigation, Agricultural economics IN-631.7-C814

DILEMMA OF STATE TUBE WELLS, New York State College of Agriculture.

John W. Mellor, and T. V. Moorti. Mar 71, 21p

1. Contract AID/csd-2303

Order as PB-107 606. Paper copy only, $3.25.

India, Irrigation, Water-supply, Crop yields. IN-631.7-M127

INTERACTION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND IRRIGATION IN DETERMINING FARM RESOURCE USE, JABALPUR DISTRICT, INDIA 1967-1968, Cornell Univ.

V. P Shukla. Jul 71, 27p

1. Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj 931-17-140-468

Order as PB-107 755. Paper copy only, $3.00.

India, Agricultural innovations, Irrigation, Farm management and income, Cropping patterns. IN-631.7-M562

GROWTH OF FERTILIZER USE IN INDIAN AGRICULTURE: PAST TRENDS AND FUTURE DEMAND, Cornell Univ.

Guavast M. Desai. 1971, 152p

1. Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj 931-17-140-468

Order as PB-107 793. Paper copy only, $3.00.

India, Fertilizers, Nitrogen, Agricultural production, Fertilizer research, Crop prices IN-631.8199-D44A

HOW HYBRID SEED IS REVOLUTIONIZING MAIZE GROWING IN KENYA, M. N. Harrison. Jan 68, 31p

Order as PB-107 539. Paper copy only, $3.75.

Kenya, Maize seeds, Agricultural development, International cooperation. KE-631.521-H132

38
Field 631—FARMING


Agricultural machinery. Spraying equipment, Dust and chemical applicators. 631.33-D486


Agricultural machinery. Spraying equipment, Weed control. 631.33-D665


Seeding machinery, Agricultural machinery. 631 53-161


Agricultural machinery. 631 36-161


Soil fertility, Soil research. 631.42-CB14


Soil fertility and research. 631.42-CB14-1971


Soil fertility and research. 631.42-CB14-1972


Soil acidity, Liming of soils. 631.42-N684


Soil testing. 631.42-N684d


Soil testing. 631.42-N684b


Soil testing. 631.42-N684d


Crop yields, Plant diseases, Crop propagation and varieties. 631.5-M379


Seed research, Crop production. 631 521-M678


Water supply management, Irrigation. 631.7-D877


Soil fertility, Fertilizer use. 631.8-C357

THE EXPANDING WORLD FERTILIZER MARKET, Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C

Frank W. Parker, and Donald D. Steward. Jan 64, 15p. Order as PB-217 331. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Fertilizers and manures, Marketing. 631 B-9299


Response relation between soil characteristics, applied nutrients, weather and crop yield. 631.88-R988

632. PLANT INJURIES, DISEASES, PEST, AND THEIR CONTROL


Afroca, Pest control, Agricultural pests, Research AFR-632.6873-D416


Columbia, Weed control. CO-631.58-C266


Colombia, El Salvador, Weed control, Herbicides, Agricultural extension work. CO-632 58-L274


Iran, Crop diseases and pests, Chick-pea, Agricultural research IR-632 3-K13


Iran, Chick-pea, Plant diseases. IR-632 3-K13a

PLANT INJURIES, DISEASES, PEST, AND THEIR CONTROL—Field 632

Iran. Plant diseases, Pulse crops. IR-632.4-K13


Iran. Plant diseases, Pulse crops, Legumes. IR-632.4-K15a


Mexico. Vampires bats, Pest control. Mx-632.564-L735

EXPLORATORY STUDIES TO REDUCE COTTON RAT DAMAGE TO RICE IN NICARAGUA. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo. Aug 71, 24p Order as PB-215 762. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Nicaragua. Rodents, Pest control, Rice research. NU-632 6-D416


Turkey. Weed control, Pesticides, Herbicides TU-632.58-G973


Weeds, Corn, Herbicides 632.58-C266


Weeds, Sorghum, Herbicides 632.58-C266a


Weeds, Water Hydrocotyle, Herbicides 632.8 9791


Weed control, Herbicides, Spraying equipment. 632.8 9-F992


Weed control, Herbicides, 632.8 5-G216


Weeds, Oats, Wheat, Barley, Herbicides. 632.8 9-585


Weed control, Herbicides 632.8 5-L777


Weed control, Herbicides. 632.8 5-L777a


Rodents, Pest control, Agricultural chemicals, Birds, Vampires bats 632.6-D416-1969


Pest control, Rodents, Birds, Vampires bats 632.6-D416-1970

VERTEBRATE DAMAGE CONTROL RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE. PALMIRA (COLOMBIA) RESEARCH CENTER. ANNUAL REPORT. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo. 1970, 12p Order as PB-218 760. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Pest control, Birds, Agricultural research. 632 6-P179


Latin America, Research on pest control methods and problems. 632.8 821-D121


Research on pest control methods. 632.693233-7475

Field 632—PLANT INJURIES, DISEASES, PEST, AND THEIR CONTROL

Raul Flores Crespo. 4p
Order as PB-218 743. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Vampire bats, Pest control.
632 094-C921

Order as PB-217 305. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Report of research in new methods of pest control, Chemical pesticides, Research methodology. 632 95-S97

VARIATION OF CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION IN SURFACE-COATED AND TABULATED GRAIN BAITS, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Denver, Colo. Roger W. Bullard. Oct 70, 6p
Order as PB-215 769. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Research on pest control methods 632.951-N935

Order as PB-215 764. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Pulse crops, Herbicides 632.954-G338

HERBICIDE INDEX, Oregon State Univ. Homer H. Hepworth. Feb 69, 31p
Order as PB-216 039. Paper copy only, $4.75.
Herbicides. 621.954-E929

Order as PB-216 442. Paper copy only, $11.50.
Herbicides 632.954-1929a

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: HAWAII TRIALS, 1969-70. ADDITIONAL RICE HERBICIDE SCREENING TRIAL, Oregon State Univ. 29p
Order as PB-216 346. Paper copy only, $3.50.
Herbicides, Weed control, Rice. 632.954-G66a-a

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: WHEAT SCREENING TRIAL, WINTER 1969-70, Oregon State Univ. 22p
Order as PB-216 347. Paper copy only, $3.25.
Herbicides, Wheat, Weed control 632.954-G66a-b

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: WHEAT, BARLEY, AND WILD OAT SCREENING TRIAL, SPRING 1970, Oregon State Univ. 15p
Order as PB-216 348. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Herbicides, Weed control, Grain. 632.954-G66a-c

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: MULTICROP SCREENING TRIAL, SPRING 1970, Oregon State Univ. 4p
Order as PB-216 349. Paper copy only, $5.25.
Herbicides, Weed control 632.954-G66a-d

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: CORN SCREENING TRIAL, SPRING 1970, Oregon State Univ. 16p
Order as PB-216 350. Paper copy only, $3.90.
Weed control, Herbicides, Corn. 632.954-G66a-e

NEW HERBICIDE EVALUATION: FIELD BIOASSAY TRIAL, 1969-70, Oregon State Univ. 31p
Order as PB-216 351. Paper copy only, $8.00.
Herbicides, Weed control 632.954-G66a-f

Order as PB-217 545. Paper copy only, $3.00.
African, Grain, Millet, Sorghum, Maize 633.1-D149-1969

Order as PB-217 546. Paper copy only, $3.00.
African, Grain, Millet, Sorghum, Maize 633.1-D149-1970

RESEARCH NOTES ON AGRICULTURAL CAPITAL FORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, BRAZIL'S PROGRAM FOR INCREASING WHEAT PRODUCTION, Ohio State Univ, Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Richard L. Meyer, and Donald Larson. May 71, 13p
Order as AID/csd.2501, Proj. 901-11-995-476. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Brazil, Agricultural credit, Marketing, Wheat, Agricultural production. 633 11-M9613

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TOBACCO IN INCREASING TOBACCO PRODUCTION IN COLOMBIA, Wisconsin Univ, Land Tenure Center. Ronald L. Timmer. 1964, 12p
Order as AID/csd.2501, Proj. 901-11-995-476. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Lakeview, Tobacco, Agricultural institutions. 633.951-T991

NEW WHEAT AND RICE VARIETIES DRAMATICALLY ALTER FOOD OUTLOOK FOR ASIA, Ohio State Univ, Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dale W. Adams. Nov 69, 9p
Order as AID/csd.2501, Proj. 901-11-995-476. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Far East, Wheat, Rice, Agricultural innovations and research. FEA-633.11018-A211

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF RICE IN ASIA: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK, Harvard Univ. Walter P. Falcon, and C. Peter Timmer. 1972, 14p
Order as AID/csd.2501, Proj. 901-11-995-476. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Far East, Rice policies, Rice production and trade. FEA-633.118-F181

COFFEE: BACKGROUND STUDY WITH PRIMARY EMPHASIS IN GUATEMALA, Wisconsin Univ, Land Tenure Center. Russell H. Brannon. Apr 64, 54p
Order as AID/csd.2501, Proj. 901-11-995-476. Paper copy only, $4.75.
Guatemala, Coffee. GT-633 75-B818

Order as PB-218 124. Paper copy only, $15.00.
NATIONAL WINTER WHEAT CONFERENCE, ANKARA, JUNE 5-9, 1972, PP 63-67, Nebraska Univ.
R. A. Olson Jr.
Contract AID/csd-1208, Proj. 931-17-130-471
Order as PB-218 610. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Wheat fertilization, Crop yields.
633.11-N362a-2

NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH ON WHEAT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA. PUB. IN PROC. 1ST INTERNATIONAL WINTER WHEAT CONFERENCE, ANKARA, JUNE 5-9, 1972, PP 134-140, Nebraska Univ.
V. A. Johnson.
Contract AID/csd-1206, Proj. 931-17-130-471
Order as PB-218 609. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Wheat nutrition, Protein and amino acid relationships.
633.11-N362a-3

SOIL ANALYSES--ARE THEY NEEDED FOR NURSERY DATA INTERPRETATION. PUB. IN PROC. 1ST INTERNATIONAL WINTER WHEAT CONFERENCE, ANKARA, JUNE 5-9, 1972, PP. 171-175, Nebraska Univ.
J. E. Stroike, and V. A. Johnson.
Contract AID/csd-1208, Proj. 931-17-130-471
Order as PB-218 579. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Soil fertility, Wheat fertilization.
633.11-N362a-4

INTERNATIONAL WINTER WHEAT PERFORMANCE NURSERY, Nebraska Univ. J. E. Stroike.
J. E. Stroike. Jul 71, 8p
Contract AID/csd-1208, Proj. 931-17-130-471
Order as PB-218 744. Paper copy only, $6.25.

Wheat varieties, Proteins, Crop yields.
633.11-N292c

THE STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT OF MAIZE WITH IMPROVED PROTEIN QUALITY, Purdue Univ.
L. F. Bauman, and E. T. Mertz. Apr 72, 7p
Contract AID/csd-2009, Proj. 931-17-130-324
Order as PB-216 273. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Maize, Protein.
633.15-B347

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN MAIZE; ANNUAL REPORTS, Purdue Univ.
Serial, 46p
Contract AID/csd-2809, Proj. 931-17-130-524
Order as PB-216 669. Paper copy only, $4.00.

Maize, Proteins, Agricultural research
633.15-P985

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN MAIZE; ANNUAL REPORT, JULY 1971 - JUNE 1972, Purdue Univ.
54p
Contract AID/csd-2809, Proj. 931-17-130-524
Order as PB-217 721. Paper copy only, $4.12.

Maize, Proteins, Agricultural research
633.13-P985-a

PRACTICAL APPROACH TO THE LYSINE AND TRYPTOPHAN SUPPLEMENTATION OF LIME-TREATED CORN; FINAL REPORT, JULY 1969 - DEC. 1970, Rutgers Univ.
62p
Contract AID/csd-2509
Order as PB-217 742. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Food additives, Corn fertilization, Proteins.
633.15-B973

EFFECT OF NITROGEN FERTILIZATION ON PROTEIN QUALITY AND QUANTITY AND CERTAIN OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF 19 STRAINS OF SORGHUM BICOLOR (L.) MOENCH, Purdue Univ.
R. C. Pickett, and A. R. Campbell. Oct 68, 4p
Contract AID/csd-1175
Order as PB-215 751. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Sorghum, Proteins, Nitrogen fertilizers.
633.174-C187

COMBINING ABILITY FOR YIELD, PROTEIN, AND LYSIINE IN AN INCOMPLETE DIALLIEL OF SORGHUM BICOLOR (L.) MOENCH, Purdue Univ.
F. C. Collins, and R. C. Pickett. Feb 72, 2p
Contract AID/csd-1175, Proj. 931-17-130-452
Order as PB-215 665. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Sorghum, Grain yields, Proteins, Lysine.
633.174-C712

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN SORGHUM VULGARE PERS; REPORT NO. 4, JAN.-DEC. 1968, Purdue Research Foundation.
R. C. Pickett. 4p
Contract AID/csd-1175, Proj. 931-17-130-452
Order as PB-215 744. Paper copy only, $4.25.

Sorghum, Proteins, Food additives
633.174-P985a-1

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN SORGHUM VULGARE PERS; PROGRESS REPORT TO JANUARY 1976, Purdue Research Foundation.
R. C. Pickett. Jan 76, 25p
Contract AID/csd-1175, Proj. 931-17-130-452
Order as PB-215 733. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Proteins, Sorghum.
633.174-P985a-2

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN SORGHUM BICOLOR (L.) MOENCH; ANNUAL REPORT, JAN.-DEC. 1976, Purdue Univ. Dept. of Agronomy.
50p
Contract AID/csd-1175, Proj. 931-17-130-452
Order as PB-217 345. Paper copy only, $4.50.

Sorghum, Protein, Food additives.
633.174-P985b-1

INHERITANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF PROTEIN QUALITY AND CONTENT IN SORGHUM BICOLOR (L.) MOENCH; ANNUAL REPORT, JAN.-DEC. 1978, Purdue Univ. Dept. of Agronomy.
60p
Contract AID/csd-1175, Proj. 931-17-130-452
Order as PB-219 537. Paper copy only, $12.00.

Sorghum, Proteins, Food additives
633.174-P985b-2

ROCK PHOSPHATES FOR FLOODED RICE; AN AGRONOMIC-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, Tennessee Valley Authority.
O. P. Englestad, and V. J. Klimer. Feb 71, 4p
Order as PB-215 751. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Phosphates, Rice fertilization, Agricultural experimentation.
633.18-E57

THE IRRI REPORTER.
International Rice Research Institute.
Serial, 7p
Contract AID/csd-2541
Order as PB-216 182. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Rice production and research, Rice varieties, diseases and pests, Agricultural machinery.
633.18-161g

TAILORING OF FERTILIZERS FOR RICE; ANNUAL REPORTS, Tennessee Valley Authority.
Serial, 11p
Order as PB-215 793. Paper copy only, $8 00.

Rice fertilization, Agricultural research, Fertilizer testing.
633.18-T297a

636. LIVESTOCK AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

Order as PB-215 540. Paper copy only, $5.50.

Africas, Tsetse fly control.
APR-636.0896968-D157

Order as PB-216 003. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Proteins, Food technology and research, Nutrition, Connot. 641.12-S193


Proteins, Food technology and research, Nutrition, Connot. 641.12-S193

HEAT TREATMENT OF COCONUT MEATS AND COCONUT MEAL. REPRINTED FROM J. SCl. PB AGRIC., VOL. 22, JUNE, 1971, pp 312-316, Texas A and M Univ. Food Protein Research and Development Center. A. S. Samson 5p
Order as PB-218 594. Paper copy only, $3.00.

Proteins, Food technology and research, Nutrition, Connot. 641.12-S193

650. BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

SELECTED PAPERS ON COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS PRESENTED AT A JOINT AAEA-ECOMETRIC SOCIETY. Michigan State Univ. Dec 68, 35p
Contract AID/csd-1597, Proj 931-17-190-477 Order as PB-218 119 Paper copy only, $3.75

Simulation methods, Economic models, Econometrics 651.8-M624

MARKET PROCESSES IN LA FAZ, BOLIVIA, Michigan State Univ. Charles C. Slater Jul 69, 253p
Contract AID/csd-765 Order as PB-218 532 Paper copy only, $14.75

Beliva, Marketing, Consumer behavior, Food retailing, Farmer marketing practices BL-658 85984-M624

RESEARCH NOTES ON AGRICULTURAL CAPITAL FORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: FERTILIZER MARKETING - BRAZIL. Ohio State Univ. Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. William C. Nelson Jan 71, 10p
Contract AID/csd-2501, Proj 901-11-095-026 Order as PB-216 779 Paper copy only, $3.00

Brazil, Fertilizer industry, Marketing BR-658 80968862-N432

Contract AID/csd-766 Order as PB-218 753 Paper copy only, $34.25

Brazil, Marketing BR-658 81491-M624


Chile, Marketing research, Agricultural products. Cl-658.80963-F615


Kenya, Marketing of food. KE-658.80963-S785

MARKETING OF STAPLE FOODS IN EASTERN NIGERIA, Stanford Research Institute Anuta Whateley. Sep 68, 98p

Nigeria, Marketing of food NI-658 80963-S785a

MARKETING OF STAPLE FOODS IN WESTERN NIGERIA. VOLUME I, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, Stanford Research Institute Alan R. Thodey. Mar 68, 97p

Nigeria, Marketing of food NI-658 80963-S785b-1


Nigeria, Marketing of food NI-658 80963-S785b-2


Nigeria, Marketing of food NI-658 80963-S785b-3

Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj 931-17-140-468 Order as PB-216 311. Paper copy only, $10.00.

Pakistan (East), Marketing of rice, Agricultural prices, Marketing research PK-658 8096318-F246

Contract AID/csd-1438 Order as PB-216 616. Paper copy only, $8.00

Puerto Rico, Marketing, Economic development. RQ-658.80963-N263

MARKETING STAPLE FOOD CROPS IN SIERRA LEONE, Stanford Research Institute. 1967, 55p

Sierra Leone, Marketing of food. SL-658 80963-S785a

CAREERS IN TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, Syracuse Univ. Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. George Adler. Jan 65, 24p
Contract AID/csd-289 Order as PB-219 146. Paper copy only, $3.25.

Technical assistance employees, A I D, Personal management 658-3-A237

PERSONNEL FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, A STAFF REPORT, Syracuse Univ. Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs Robert W. Iverson. 1966, 215p
Contract AID/csd-289 Order as PB-216 611. Paper copy only, $12.75.

A I D officials and employees, Personnel management 658-3-N995

660. CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

ANALYSIS OF MODERNIZATION OF THE RICE MILLING INDUSTRY IN INDIA, Cornell Univ. Uma J. Lede. Jul 70, 53p
Contract AID/csd-1438, Proj 931-17-140-468 Order as PB-216 816. Paper copy only, $3.00.

India, Rice milling, Industrial efficiency IN-664 725-L539

NUTRITIONAL EFFECTS OF PROCESSING. REPRINTED FROM SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF NUTRITION PROCEEDINGS, V. 4, 1968, PP. 429-432, California Univ., Davis C. O. Chichester. 4p
Contract AID/csd-1587 Order as PB-217 758 Paper copy only, $3.00.

Nutrition, Food technology, Food additives, Food science 664.02-C533

EFFECTS OF EXTRUSION PROCESSING VARIABLES ON THE NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF INEXPENSIVE HIGH-PROTEIN FOOD MIXTURES; SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, SEPT. 1976. California Univ., Davis. 25p

Nutrition, Proteins, Food additives, Food technology. 664.06-C138

THE SHORTENING-SPARING EFFECT OF SODIUM STEAROYL-2 LACTYLATE AND CALCIUM STEAROYL-2 LACTYLATE IN BREAD BAKING. REPRINTED FROM BAKER'S DIGEST, JUNE 1971, PP. 36-40, 42.
Kansas State Univ. Dept. of Grain Science and Industry.
C. C. Tsen, and W. J. Hooper. Jun 71, 4p
Contract AID/csd-1386
Order as PB-219 892. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Nutrition, Proteins, Food additives, Grain, Food technology.
664.06-T882a

THE FISH PROTEIN CONCENTRATE STORY.
California Univ., Davis.
Enrique Yanez, and Ita Barja. 8 p
Contract AID/csd-1587
Order as PB-217 727. Paper copy only, $3.00.
Proteins, Food additives, Fish protein, Food technology.
664.116-Y22

FULL-FAT SOY FLOUR BY A SIMPLE PROCESS FOR VILLAGERS,
Agricultural Research Service, Peoria, Ill.
G. C. Mustakas Aug 67, 11 p
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